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PREFACE
In this study of C.F.Meyer as a writer of
Hovelien, we have sought to take into account the
character and life of the author as determining fac¬
tors in his choice both of subject-matter and form.
Zola's definition of the novel as "un coin de la na¬
ture vu par un temperament", and Henry James's state¬
ment that "any form of the novel is a vision of the
world from the staxidpoint of a person constituted af¬
ter a certain fashion," have encouraged us to proceed
with an investigation on these lines.
While t king as a basis for our theoretical
study of the Hovelien-form the fundamentals of the
theories which Meyer himself knew and valued, we have
endeavoured to trace, wherever possible, any contri¬
bution made by our author to the theory of Short-
story writing Our aim has been to judge him by the
standard of hi3 own theoretical convictions, and to
gain, by realising the view-point of the artist, a
clearer idea of his personal conception of his art,
a better appreciation of his technique and a deeper
insight into his work.
In face of Meyer's dictum that "Poesie
und Literaturhistoriker haben atssblut niehts mitein-
ander zu tun" , we would seek our justification in
|) i\ t clvK—^ '
the words of Harry Haync: • {CvJfV.
Wo lernt man mehr vom Handwerk, im Verkaufsladen
Oder in der V.erkstatt, wo wir den Meister bei der
Arbeit belauschen? Eun genau so suchen wir in
."3 4 J
2.
die T/erkstatte unserer grossen Dichter Zutritt zu
erlangen, nicht aus plumper ITeugier&e, sondern well
wir hier dem Kunstler am naehsxen kom&en."
INTRODUCTION.
TO THE THEORY OF THE IJOVELLE.
The defining of the scope and province of
the various poetic forms is a task which critics have
set themselves from all time: from Aristotle to Bene¬
detto Croee, throughout the ages, the Are Poetioa has
occupied their thoughts and writings. As we come to
modern times, however, we find conflicting views as
to the value of such researches in the realm of aes¬
thetics; Groce even goes so far as to say that epic,
drama and lyric are hut scholastic divisions of the
indivisible, and that the definition of an artistic
form is, in a word, impossible. Criticism has become
biographical, psychological. But whether one agrees
entirely with this or not, one feels with the modem
critic that masterpieces are great because they are
alive, and that to feel the virtue of the poet, of the
painter, to disengage it, to set it forth - these are
the three stages of the critic's duty.
3
The first artists, says Henry James, are
not those whose general ideas about their art are most
often upon their lips; we know them by their energet¬
ic practice. Yet the valid artist too sometimes utters
his mystery, as in the case of Goethers famous defin¬
ition of the Hovelle. This has served as a basis for
j)
all subsequent attempts at definition: "bine sioh er-
eifjnete unerhbrte Begefeenheit". Unity of theme, and
of interest are inherent in this form of narrative; an
event in its historical aspect in its singularity,
constitutes its theme, of these qualities, however,
we amy say that the essential is the "unerhort"» the
singular, arresting nature of the event narrated. This
2-
is what Bastier terms the*" foyer lumineux" , illuminating
and casting into sharp relief all that is essential to
the story, leaving all else in shadow. This we take to
be the "etarke Silhouette" of Paul Heyse. This Inter¬
est it is which chooses, eliminates, and gives to the
KoveXle its very definite, sharp-cut form and its
close relationship to the drama. This, too, Is the
"hendepunkt" of Tieckfs theory, add the "Falke" of
Ileyse, who chooses from the well-known Boccaccio Tale
the motive of the Falcon to symbolise the kernel of
every Hovelie - "das Speaifisohe, was diese Geschichte




Herein, too, lies the distinction between
the Hovel and the Hovelie: not one of length, tout one
of subject-matter and treatment, .The Hovel is epie,
giving a broad picture of the social life of an epoch;
characters art developed, influences are at work,
moulding and eh nging; manners and conditions, pol¬
itical and social, are described in detail. The Eo-
velle, on the other hand, presents to us a cross-sec¬
tion of life, dealing with characters already formed,
with a situation, with a crisis, like the drama. It
cannot extend in length by juxtaposition, but in depth
only, by superposition.
Friedrich Theodor Fischer, who e opinions
as a theorist had so much influence on C.F.Meyer's
art, says that the Eovelle is "nicht ein umfassendes
Bild aer Weltzustande, aber ein Ausschnitt , and dis¬
tinguishes it from the Hovel as'Strahl und Lichtraasse'J
According to Edgar Allen Poe, that master of the Short-
Story form, the length of the Eovelle should be such
that one can read it in less than two hours, so much
does its artistic value depend on its "totality of
interest and affect; while Bastier suggests that in¬
stead of attempting to summarise the plot of a tale
in a few lines, and making the possibility of doing
so the test of its validity as a ITovelle, as Ileyse
aoes/ vjrtsA^.fv.vL. Aijst-g
5.
does, one might give it, or seek so give it, an aphor¬
istic title, such as Keller*s "Kleider naohen Leute".
The writing of the Short-Story or Lovelle
is essentially a craft, as much as the shaping of pot¬
tery on a wheel, the making of pattern and design, or
the weaving of cloth on a loom. C.F.Mfeyer felt this.
His stories in the making were "auf dera Webstuhl", auf
der Esse". In the criticising of the art of story-
writing, too, words are usurped from the other arts,
words which indicate some real visible object, painted
1 )
or wrought by the hand of an artist. Grander Matthews
speaks of"the sense of form, the neatness, polish and
symmetry of design" of the Short-Story; of i.A.Poe
he speaks as'a cunning artificer of goldsmith*s work".
Other American critics point to the"oimpiicity of de¬
sign" oi' the reat Short-Story writers and their "bal¬
ance of composition , their"closely-wrought form."
?)
i ranz Servaes says: die Eovelle soli etwas uberflut-
endes sein, nur gefanst in kostlloh-en&er Sohale."
3)
Percy Lubbock, in his most interesting study, the
"Craft of Fiction", likens the total shape of a novel
to/
1) Matthews, Brander, The Philos. 6^ the Short-S^ory. " ?n1 .
?) Servaes, "ranz, J."'assermann als Novel list. L.F». 191^/7-
7) T"u"bbock, "Percy, The Craft of "Miction. 1^2°.
to an immobile pile of sculpture; he sees the necess¬
ity of haying "every side of the work equally wrought
*
and fashioned", not as if one side were left in the
* rough, meant to stand against a wall, hut"1the a
piece of modelling, standing in clear space, casting
1 )
its shadow." Saitschik's idea is similur:"&Ie lio-
veile 1st ein einheitlicher Guss .
She IJovelle has heen compared to miniature
painting, as contrasted with the portrait. We find,
however, that this gives an inexact impression of the
riter*s aim; more accurate is the contrast between
a his tier etching and a panorama - selection contract t-
°)
ed with breadth; hut Richard Ilesslenjr seems to have
caught the spirit of the genre best of all when he
says:"die Uovelle 1st wie die Bilder der Fruhrenaiss-
ance; die Personensirtd eben so gross wie das Bild,
die Landsehaft ein sohmaler Streifen." Following the
same Idea, another critic has said that the Short-
Story shows us "nature seen over a man's shoulder,
under a man1s arm, not landscape in endless detail";
3)
And he too, the only writer we have found, seeks in
music/
) Saitschik, p. Meister der "chweiz.Dichtg. 1094.
) Messleny, R. Die e-rzahlende Duchtg and ihre Gattungen.
tit. Echo 1914/15.
) Wedmore, F. mhe ^hort Story. C19 1^9°.
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music an equivalent, and finds in Schumann*s short
pieces a corresponding artistic form in another sphere.
This remark, made in passing, goes deeper, perhaps,
then would at lirst sight appear, for in their noveltp
as veil as in their shapeliness and brevity, their
"square-cut little musical epigrams and antithetic
style' , in their social origin and cyclical connection
within a frame - we are thinking of laoohingsscinvank
and Carnevul - the Schumann works possess many of the
qualities ascribed to the Short-Story, from Boccaccio*s
Deceaaerone down to trie present time.
One thing is essential for the reading and
full appreciation of the ShortfcStory, and that is time.
Some American critics have suggested that tnc proverb¬
ial haste of American life was an inducement to brev¬
ity, and led to the rise of the short story, while
others hold that the development of the form is partly
due to the popularity of tae modern magazine,to the
development of trie newspaper feuilleton and the review.
But when we talk of the supreme Short-Story, - and in
the case of Meyer we are dealing ith one or the great
artists - we must agree that it demands both quiet
and leisure for the reader. He, too, lias his part to
play; constructive reading is his task, and with the
author he must, as an involuntary eo-partner, remake
the/
8.
the book. Only the alert reader will enjoy the Short-
Story properly; he mint meet Its aliusIrenes® half¬
way, and understand its symbolists.
As Meyer wrote, so he expected to be read.
Of "Der Heilige" he says that it is a book"qu'11 fau-
dra lire rosdmient, comae 11 a Ste eerit". Eodenberg,
Meyer's publisher and friend .knot; this. In a letter
of Jan. 7, 1 Cj? he wrote to Meyer: "Laagstca und alt
Bedacht haoe ich Ihre Eiehterin gelesen - ich hatte
sie nlcht nnderr lesen konnen, denn jedor Sata, jedes
Wort 1st gewiehtig." Similarly on 19 July, 1 7:"Ess
kostet mich oinen Entschluso, Sis anders aw lesen als
Wort fur Wort, und an jedeta mich zu erfreuen wie an
der Betraohtung edler Steine and kunstvoller Fassung."
Of Meyer's poem , which show the same qual¬
ities as his prose-writings, he writes on i . I.ov 1832:
"Umendllch anregend sind Ihre Gediohte sum haehsiimen,
L'achtraujien; reioh an Gedanksn und Bildern, knapp and
sparse® alt Iorteu, tun sie nlcht alias fur aen Leser
- sie werfen ein Blld# einen Gedanken hln, wle einen
Blitz, und mm muss der Leser das Seine tun."
More than most writers, perhaps, Meyer de¬
mands knowledge, experience, culture from his reader.
It has often been pointed out that he demands sensi¬
tive and e perieneed artistic reeling, and an imagin¬
ation that will place itself at his disposal, and it
has/
has been forecasted more than once that his aristo¬
cratic reserve and exelusiveness would prevent him
from ever becoming popular. In 1 882 Meyer himself
wrote to Heyse of his poems:"
'An eine Verbreitung iiber meine kleine Gemeinde
hinaus babe ich nie gedacht, ja es ware fur mich
ein sweifelhaftes Yergnugen, da doch manohes Intime
darin steekt."
But it is Just because one values the intimacy of
great men that one's soul 1 ves to dwell in their
company, fhe forecastings and forebodings of these
early day® have been very definitely contradicted by
the fact that Meyer's works have run through edition
after edition, and are still amongst the most read of
Swiss and German authors, not only in the countries
where the German tongas is spoken, but also in schools
and colleges in foreign lands. That the publishing-
house, ITaessel, in Leipsie, should issue in 1922 a
popular edition of C.F.Meyer's works, proves beyond
a doubt that the quality afrl charm of his prose, his
pictorial power and vivid imagery, the beauty of his
poetry, have won for the poet the admiration and af¬
fection of & wider public than he had ever dreamt of.
10.
LIFE OF C.F.M E Y E E
It will not b; out of place to sketch here
quite broadly the outlines of the life of our poet, as
they may be discovered in the remarkably careful and
appreciative biographies by Langmesser, Frey, Hussber-
ger and d'Harcourt, which form, along with the more
intimate memoirs of his sister, Betsy Meyer, such a
valuable source of information for the student of
Meyer, the man and the author.
Descended from a patrician family of Zur¬
ich, and with the heritage of sensitive nerves and
high culture which that entails, Meyer was born in
the town of Zurich on Oct 11 , 1 825. A lively child in
his earliest years, he seems to have become quieter as
the result of an early illness. His childhood was
spent happily in the intimate circle of family friends,
along with his one sister, Betsy, six yearn youhger
than himself. The most charming picture of this per¬
iod is given to us by Betsy Meyer in her biography of
her brother, written down many years later from memory.
On the death of his father, life became
difficult for the youth who had as yet no definite aim
in life. Too young and inexperienced to take upon him¬
self the role of head of the house, as his mother al¬
most/
11.
most expected of him, he seems to have felt rather the
need of eare and consideration from others5 and even
suffered, some psycho-analysts say, -and in saying so
they would seek to explain all the mental distress of
the youth Meyer - from the want of the really under¬
standing love of his mother. She,disappointed in him,
since he neither fulfilled his early promise, nor
seemed willing to make the efforts she v/ished of him,
thought and spoke of him as "der arme Konrad", there¬
by doubtless increasing his difficulties where trust
and confidence might have lessened them.
Withdrawing more and more from the society
of his fellows, morbidly absorbed in himself, C.F.Meyer
must certainly have passed through a time of great
trial; and precisely this lack of outlet for his feel¬
ings, this paralysed state of his energies, brought on
the nervous ailment for which he wought a cure at Pre-
fargier. That it was a question of nerves alone is
clear from the reports of Br Borel, and after a short
stay in the family of this excellent friend, Meyer
turned his attention with a new vigour and concentra¬
tion towards the career of a man of letters.
12.
The years that he spent in French Switzer¬
land were for him a relief. Life by Lake Geneva is a
different thing from the predominantly commercial,
busy life of the northern tovms, almost American in
their methods; among the busy citizens of Zurich C.F.
Meyer felt that he was a nonentity, striving after
goals which were as yet beyond his reach, unable to
make a living in a worthy way, as was expected of ev¬
ery member of the community. Among his French friends,
however, he felt encouraged, inspired, at horned
Only entire independence seems to have li¬
berated the talents which were slumbering in the poet's
soul.. On the death of his mother, and with the enfor¬
ced self-reliance which followed, a new epoch in his
life began. Lot till then, in his French and Italian
visits, and in his historical studies, did the poet in
him find utterance.
We picture in cur thoughts the quiet busy
life by Lake Zurich, the poet's joy in white sails on
the blue water, in the shining heights and green pas¬
tures of his Swiss home, in the cool shade of his wide-
spreading chestnut trees - air and space to him were
luxury - where so many of his works took their being.
And behind all this idyllic present, the great scenes of
past history, the great world-stage of heroes and pat¬
riots. The/
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The peaceful Joys of a happy marriage, and
Meyer* s independence of material cares are said to
have aroused some envy in the heart of bis contempor¬
ary, Gottfried Keller; but Meyer paid dearly for this
relatively short period of joyful productivity. As a
result of over-work, the nervous trouble which had
threatens him in his youth, once more came over himy
and caused some of his finest plans to remain fragmen¬
tary. Ha-pily he regained, towards the end of his life,
something of his old joyous self, and he pas ed away
peacefully in his own home, within sight of his beloved
Alps - der we issen Fimen, in deren liehte stets zu
sterben wuneoht, wer es als Khabe geschaut hat".
1) Done Buni, Unvol.endete Prosawerke, p.
14.
MEYUR'S .NATIONALITY.
A question which has greatly exercised all
students of Keyer's life and work: is the question of
his nationality. The development of the man and the
artist is dependent to such an extent upon foreign in¬
fluences that it is difficult to weigh each in the ba¬
lance and determine its relative value. In French
Switzerland lleyer found freedom and the beginnings of
his power as a vsriter. His escape from Zurich, the
town of successful commerce and finance, suspicious of
any sort of intellectual dilletantism - for so Meyer
felt it to be - into what was for him the freedom and
stimulation of French-speaking circles, brought to him,
as foreign residence and travel bring to all men in
some degree, an increased sense of power and personal¬
ity. Only this personal triumph over the self-deprec¬
atory leanings of the nervous temperament could finally
set free the creative spirit of the poet.
In Italy he felt himself happier than he
had ever been before, immersed in the history and art
of past ages, and deeply interested in this i*ace which
attracted him by its beauty, its gift of expressive
gesture and its innate sense of form. Michelangelo*s
"gewaltige Yerkorperungen grosser Gedanken", his "ei-
genes Riesengeschlecht" , were to lleyer a revelatioti.
Other/
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Other artists, too, Influenced him: the singing cher¬
ubs of Giambellini, the more robust art of Rubens, the
little beggar boys of lurill , with their gleaming
teeth and roguish eyes, "dcr siisse Leonardo da Vinci,"
Raffael, Paul der Veronese, "der flotte Tlntorett" -
all these find a place In Mayer's lovollen, either as
a simile or as a parallel of some kind to his charac¬
ters.
The impressions which he brought back with
him iron his travels were to be, to the end of his
work, a constant source of inspiration. It was not so
much by overcoming his romance tendencies and sympath¬
ies, as by a development through and by means of them,
that Meyer finally attained to the full stature of his
real self.
Germany has, of course, claimed him as her
own. Up till 1870 Meyer had not decided in what idiom
he would express himself, and it was the war that for¬
ced him to a decision. Any intermediate position was
impossible and untenable both from a linguistic arid
from a literary point of view. The theme of Hutten had
long been in his thoughts; now was the moment, and the
language of Luther, Meyer*s "grosser Liebling", was the
only fit medium ror its expression.
One has, however, only to read the words of
great/
16.
great Swiss leaders and thinkers like Omse^pe Meita,
lately President oi the Swiss Federation, or even of
distinguished foreigners, like k. Albert Thoiaas, who
devote their lives to international interests, to re¬
alise to what extent Switzerland, the neutral country,
the home of the Bed Croaa and the domicile c# the
League of nations, stands for great ideals of impartial,
ity and humanity. It is only to be expected that sym¬
pathies should be divided along the frontier of lan¬
guage, but such sympatries do not necessarily involve
antipathies, especially among the sore reflective eit-
isens, who are capable of reading and thinking in all
the three languages which are spoken within their nar¬
row frontier.
Heyer belongs to this class, Sw would main¬
tain. His position is that of the literary m*»j it is
as such that he wishes to belong to a greater unity,
and as suck that he realises the impossibility of an
independent "Swiss" literature. "Ss lot, naoh miner
tTberaeujung" , he writes to K.Iflumner, k Sept 1. L7,
"cin uneraessliohes Gut, dans wir, unbeschadet unserer
einea weiten sprac iliehen Gehiete
und eincr vrossen rationales Guitar angehdren."
Hot from political motives does he admire the young
Ketser, but simply as one to whom no doubt he attrib¬
utes the ideal qualities of hero and patriot which he
had prized in so many oi the world's great emperors,
.'lore/
17.
More than once e find in his letters the phrase "ganz
abgeaehen von den Parteien"; Meyer was no partisan.
His sister, in her memoir on his life, assures us that
he Vias, at the foxin&ution of his being, a true repub-
1 )
lican Swiss, a citizen of that "kleine Muetexw/irtschaft,
in der auoh grosee Herren munches werden lernen Jcomien."
Meyer's publisher was a German; his first
encouragement came from Germany, among his literary
frlends, many are Germans. 3o we can understand the
many expressions of sympathy that went out from the
Swiss home into the world 0f the wider empire.
To interpret these relationships as Erich
Jager has done, is to make of what Keller called "&us-
wartige Freunde und Anhanger des Reichs" - of whom
there have been many among thoughtful minds of all lands
and of all times - an instrument of party feeling and
international disunion. Meyer could play no such r8le.
His view is that of Ariost, we take It:
3)
"Es ist eins ganz eigentumliehe Lust, Erlauchteste
begann Arioat, "mit einem ;-eh tide ten Mamie &us einer
iremden Ration umzugehen, die Verschiedenheiten von
Gebraueh und Sitte zu belaeheln und sich an dem lieb-
en allgemelnen Menschenantlitz zu erfreuen, das aus
den grossten Unterschieden isomer wieder sieghaft her-
vorbricht."
1) Jurg Jenatsoh, p. 168.
2) Erich Jager, G.F.Meyers Ftimrae iw Weltkrieg. Leip.1915.
3) Angela Borgia, p. 44.
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MEYER'S METHOD.
Meyer's first literary work was translat¬
ion from and irrco French, and when we study these
"belles tnfideles" in liarcourt's detailed early life
of our author, we sec that he had, beyond a doubt, the
gift for language, and a passion for style, which has
been defined as the adequate expression of meaning.
Translation is one of the fine arts, and Meyer was mas¬
ter of it.
Through his e: rly reading, and especially
the historical studies with which he was chiefly occu¬
pied during his stay in French Switzerland, Meyer's
interest was aroused by great historical periods, and
figures destined to take shape, inevitably, vitally,
in the characters of his poems and novels. This pro¬
cess, the work of years very often, is characteristic
of Meyer. As he says himself: 1 5
"jhin starker Faktor meiner Saohen 1st die Lange
der Zeit, (drei, fiinf, zehn Jahre) wahrend welcher
meiue bildende Kraft aioh mit demselben beschaftigt,
ganz miihelos, aber unablassig; vegetatif, so zu 3agen,
aber dooh mit latantem Verstande, durchaos zweckmassig.
hildet die IJatar la Grossen nioht auch ins tinktiv-1e1-
eologisch? Kile song© a tout."
It is, then, a natural process. The bulk
of the work is subconsciously done, lives in the poet's
soul/
1) Brief an Spitteler, 26 Dec 1 £5.
19.
soul and demands utterance. Again and again he repeats
this idea. So Widmann,{ 1 '91\ he writes:
"Sie glauben nicht, wie instiriktiv ich geraeinig-
lich verfahre, die Sugel deia Rosse, xmd dieses den
Weg suchen lasnend. Mein etarkes Stylisieren, wie
es Gottfried Keller awischea Tadel -and Lobe mmite,
und meine besonders kunstlich zubereitcten Wirkun^n,
ialissen mir is Blute stecken."
Again, to Betty Paoli, (5.April, 1 864), he writes':
"Ich gehe seinen naturllchen Weg, ohne Vorein-
ffcenosmeBheit, Absieht nnd Schule."
Hot only is the choice of subject a nat-
ural process, but also the choice of its final shape
as a work of art. To Luise von Francois Meyer wrote
(27 July, 1882} :-
"
In der Wahl der Prloritat der Kunstform meiner
Stoffe uberlasse ich mich seinem Impuls, vreicher mich
sioherer fuhrt als alie Uberlegung"
And again, (4 May, 1f83) :~
"Vie ein Bach seine Kiesel, valze ieh raeine
Plane, sie vielfach nbsohleifend ohne sie zu verlier-
en."
"Wo hatte ich hicr oben In meiner Einsamkeit die
Palettenkunsxe gelernt?" he asks on one occasion,
having been congratulated on his artistic effects; in¬
tuition, much more than conscious art, guides hia to
his results. As for conscious seeking and preparation
fo# subjects, actual study with an end in view, Ileyer
says himself inaa letter to Spitteler - "Stoffe habe
ich nie gesueht, noch ao-genannte Yorstu&ien gesacht."
Frey/
20
Frey says that this statement is onlp a half-truth;
1)
"Schon in der Share iben IlElfte der COer Jahre hatte
er, die Feder in der Hand, sorgfaltige Geechiohtsftud-
ienasua Amulet ~em&cht."
«7e see, however, from Meyer's own description oi his
way of workins, that all his reading and even each
studies as Frey refers to here, fell into their places
in his mind, fertilising the seed which already lay
there doria&nt.
Historical accuracy has less value than
poetic beauty, and Meyer's characters are what, accor¬
ding to Friedrich Theodor Viseher, the figures of his¬
torical fiction ought to be - " irei erfunden aux gross-
em, historisohen Hintergrund." '.'Die Gesehiehte oe-
jsutse ich naturl ieh nach Ue -lichkeit , says Meyer, "ver-
fahre aber gana souveran mlt ihr, inaem ioh nieht roue,
Sever ioh dse Ifetertelle der Historic der ttillJcur der
Poesie unterworfen h&be.
Thus it was with Jenatsch. To i-.Bovct {12 Sept l lO
Meyer writes:
"Apres avoir lu preeque tout cc qui a ote ecrit
sur ce sujet-ld, j'ai mis tout eela cle o8te et ifai
domie le champ 11ore, t.res llbre, & cum Imagination."
And thus it remained to the ©nd of his career.
1 quote here in full Meyer's own account
of his procedure:-
J Wenri ieh cine hovel le schreihen will, besteht
die erst© Arbeit carin, den Stoff, der behandelt wer-
den soil und der sicfc in ailsegroaser Fulle uufdrangt,
ziezalich genau absugrensen. Den so geeigneten Stoff
mocnte ioh am liebsten mit e inem Ackerle Id vergleieh-
en. Dieses muss gepflugt wer&en, und das 1st sodann
die I'auptarheir, dac Erdreioh dergesralt zu durch-
wuhlen/ q v$3 ^ VG-U. \-VTJ
viihlen and Sii p£iuyent daas die Bedlatrangen einer mog-
liclist hohen drtragsfahigkeit erfullt Bind und dass
keir. all£&lli» vergr&bener Schatz, atush r.ioht das kleln-
ste Kleinod entgeht. Bei dleser Art von fatigkeit ko»f
men ®Ir die liiotorischsn Personen mit der Art ihres
Derikens, Kit den Ansch&uun.-en Hirer Seit, salt three
FuTtlent iLrer. SciraSclicn, lhrcn Leidenschaften men.sch-
Uch naher. Die kleinen Zuge, die v/ir oft zufailig
f Inden, habea asacc-haa! den jrossten VTert; sie raaohen
tins vielfaeh darauf aufmerksam, Sats gevrisee Ilandlung-
eii geaehiohtlieher Persorer, die una au ihresa sonstigen
Cbar&kter nioht sit pas sen aeheinen ana anderen Motivon,
als de.-:; dureh die Zeltgesehichte ihnen jiugescftriebenen,
ha.tt.en herflieenen kormen, und die bloooe I£8gliehkeit
;enu;pt des Blchter - dene dazu hat er ein Recht - bei-
spieleweise seiners nelden solehe andere, aus seiner
ganzen gelstigcn Infl ividualltat bejreifliche Beweg-
grnnde unterauschieben and ihn daduroh zu individual-
isieren. AllmShlich gerlnrcn die Gestslten aelner
Fore chunc; vor laeinea geistlgen Aug© scharier Forraon
■and veara pulsierendoa Leber*. leh babe das Oefuhl, so
und nio* t andcre khnnten sie hindeln; und tisdann
soheint nir lie eigentliohe TCoapoeition der ! rove lie
sicht schvlerig."
Ve gain further knowledge of Aeyer's meth¬
ods from Fritz Kegel, who reports a conversation which
he had with the author:-
1 )
leh dlktiere erst naehdem leh die ercte rohe
Sledcrsohrift sclbst gemucht ha.be, den sweiten durch-
sufellenden Entwurf. Kierbei erapfinde ioh den sohre i©
berdeu Sekretfir schr wohlb&tlg: coin verstehences
Oder nioht vsrstehendes Auge maoht aiieh eufmerksea,
wenil Tucker slnd, WSB ich sinen sum Perstardnis not-
Igen TTbergang, eine Gebarde uusgelassen, also elnen
Sprang In der Reibe der beweggen Genial ten gemacht
habe.*"
It is clear from the following statement - again from
Kegel - that Meyer sought to preserve the unity which




1)Fritz Aogel, GespracF ait G.F."'oyer, heinlaade 1 y
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"Bei der Ausarbeitung suche ich alles so einzuiichten,
dass die einzelnen Telle ausnahmslos auf einen und
denselben Puhkt, d.h. den Mittelpunkt hinschauen."
A fundamental characteristic of Meyer's technique is
dramatic representation:
"Die Personen schildere ich moglichst nur so,
wie sie den Mithande1nden erscheinen. Dann halte ich
vor allem darauf, die Charaktere zu mischen, weil sie
das Let-en und die Batur misoht. Ich ubergehe die,.Ar-
beit immer von neuem, tun die charakteristischen Luge,
Schicht auf Schicht, tiefer zu legen und zu verstark-
en."
He is the objective story-teller, invisible behind his
characters.
Hans Blum reports the same view-point;
Meyer aims at objective narrative, unity of action,
and knows the supreme value of atmosphere and local
colour.
1 )**LIir fallt nie ein, von mir aus einen^einzigen
leiblichen Lug meiner Helden zu zeichnen, hochstens
wie sie in den Augen anderer ersoheinen. limner hute
sich der historisehe Roman vor Episoden, alles sollte
der fortschreitenden Kan&lung, dor herrochenden Idee
dienen aiich dan Gegenspiel unbewtsst oaer widerwil-
lig. Die Treue des gesehicntlichen golorits, der
Zeit und lokalfarbe, ist immer von hoherem Werte als
undichterische Hlstorie."
The Unfinished Proseworks of C.F.Meyer,
published in 1916 by Adolf Frey, show us one peculiar¬
ity of his way of working; although he was in no way
a friend of what Frey calls "eine ausgetiftelte,
broekenweise zusammengeklaubte Mosaik", and rather lets
the sweep of the tale as he dictated it sugjest to his
^Mlans Blum, ein Besuch bei G.F.Meyer, Deutsche Revue' Aug 190 9
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mind arresting and unpremeditated effects, yet on the
opening page of his story he expended the greatest
thought and care. Again and again he would draft the
beginning of a tale, -the "Auftakt" - until at last he
found the perfect introduction, irreproachable in style
and finish, which was to give the atmosphere and form
the indispensable basis of the whole work. The endings
of chapters, also, and especially the final sentences
of Meyer's stories are models of careful finish. Very
often we are left with an epigram in our ears, as in
Schillers Dramas, and Meyer is as careful of his final
impression as any dramatist before the fall of the
curtain. These affects may be attributed partly fo
his interest in the technique of the drama, and £o his
intensive study of that form of art. Anton Beitler
compares such chapter endings to a zither-player laying
i> Up 0
his hand on the strings: "Bin stilles, fast besehei-
denes Auslclingen, das aber seine kiinstlerische, kraft-
cUs. ige Wirkung ubt."
The endings of the chapters in Pescax*a are
among the most lovely and finished of any of Meyer's
work, -as indeed is the whole story, in our opinion; -
the enigmatic face of Pescara, looking down from the
picture in the first chapter; the silence of the sleep¬
ing town of Rome in the second; the symbolic, epigram¬
matic ending of chapter 5: "Tragodie, Hoheit" - "Und
betitelt sich?" - "Tod und Rarr", anuwortete Pescara.
The wonderful decrescendo in chapter4, symbolised in
24.
the lighting of the scene: from the blaze of sunlight
at nocn5 to the lengthening shadows, sunset, twilight,
the lamp-lit interior, the starry sky without, till at
length midnight, and "der ungehorte Tritt des Schlum-
mers" in the final words "Dann erlesch die Ampel."
The humiliation of the chancellor in chapter 3» amid
the fiendish laughter of the Spanish soldiers, and
finally, summing up all the golden, glowing beauty of
the tale, the closing picture:
"Pescara lag ungewaffnet und ungeriistet auf deis
goldenen Bette des gesunkenen Tronhimmels. Der Star¬
ke Ville in seinen Zugen hatto slch gelost und die
;iaare v/aren Ihm uber die Stirn gefallen. So glieh er
einem Jungen , magern, von eier Emte ersehopften uu&
auf seiner Garbe schlafenden Schnitter."
One can scarcely r frain from mentioning
here the beautiful beginning and ending of "Die Hoch-
i
seit des " lonchs* , with its short statement *"Es war in
Verona', as Auftakt, and its picture for a finish; as
the great poet leates the circle by Can Grande*s hearth:
"Er wendete sieh und sohrltt duroh die Pforte,
welche ihm der Jdelknabe geoffnct h&tte. Aller Augen
folgten ihm, der die Stolen einer faokelhallen 1 rep]e
langsaia esaporstieg."
With that watching group, our eyes too follow Dante ,
the stately figure with majestic tread, till he dis¬
appears Into the darkness of the doorway.
In this connection it is interesting to
look at the titles of some of the C.F.Meyer Hovellen.
Antithesis/
Antithesis plays a large part. "Die Hoehseit des
lonchs" ,"Der Schuss von der Xanzel" ,"Plautus im Bon-
nenkloster", - these antitheses announce from the very
start the "unerhdrtes" of the plot, the very singular
situation which is the theme of the story. The title
may throw light on the problem of the character; not
"Stemma" but "Die Richterin", the lawgiver who con¬
demns herself; not"Thomas a Becket", but "Der Heilige",
the saint who is a Saracen.
Such contrasts in characters, the conflicts
between two opposing principles in the soul ox one man
- between protectant and catholic, between Uorth an d
Southland the surprising solution of such conflicts,
very often take the place, in the modern Uovelle, of
the original "unerhorte Begebenheit" of the Goethe de¬
finition. Meyer's subjects preserve another quality
of the original Kovellen form, that of novelty. His
stories are worthy both of being told and of being
listened to.
Dot the finished work gives joy, but the
spirit's wrestling with Its task. "Heine Bovelle
aiacht mir grosse Hot und Freud©", Meyer says on one
1 )
occasion, and again to Lingg he expresses his opinion;
"-berhaupt, das fertige Yollen&ete ist unvoll-
kommen, das werdehde allein kann uns mit dem Scheir.
der Yoliendung tauschen und beseeligen."
1 ) 13 Aug 1
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The writing of stories was for him what the reading of
them is for so many, what, in fact, distractions of
all kinds signify - the flight of the individual from
the real into the ideal world. ;Keine andere Welt"
Meyer calls it, when household cares weigh upon him;
there he takes refuge. When sorrow overtakes him, be¬
reavement or anxiety, he finds his solace in work.
This we find in various letters: "Was bleibt als sich
in die Arbeit vertiefen, wo man nicht helfen kann", he
1)
writes to luise von Francois. ' Die Kunet ist meine
2)
Lebensfreude' , mein Trost ist die Arbeit.* There joy
and happiness await him, the joy of creation, the happy
zest of work. Theodor Storm shared this opinion when
2)
he wrote to Keller - "Ks lebt sich besser, v/enn man
was auf der Staffelei hat; auoh dient es ja, das
sllberne Triebrad dee Lebens in Gang su halten."
The winter is Meyer's friend, arid the fcolg
weather acts as a tonic; in the long quiet days amid
the snow-clad landscape -"die stillen, schonen, weissen
4)
h'interraonate* - he does his best work. "Ieh liebe die
Wintertage unendlichT he writes; "bdi der Kalte regfc
sich melne Schaffenslust."
Summer, on the other hand, was the time for
refreshing the eyes and the spirit. Trom a summer hol¬
iday in 1 326 Meyer writes to Rodenberg: "In einigen
Tagen werde ich mit hell-gewasohenec Auger, an meine
hovelle/
i) 1 liov 1,32.. 2) An Eo&enberg, 2"* SSsy 1< ?t.
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Ilovelle gehen." And. similarly {\$ May 1 8785 , "Dieses
Friihjahr begann ioh eine langst entworfene, grossere
Ilovelle auszufuhren und wenn dieselbe noch meine Herbst
raonate in Anspruoh nehaen wlrd, so ist es weniger, well
ioh sie nicht fruher beendigen konnte, als well ich mir
die Augen erfniaohen will, ehe lch die letzten Llehter
aufsetae." As each summer enticed him up into the
heights of his Sv;iss country, Meyer drank anew at this
source of inspiration; it was to him like rain on thip-
»ty meadows, and gave him renewed strength and courage
of spirit for his 111*6*3 task. He loved the colours,
the air of the regions below the line of eternal snow;
the green slopes, the resinous odour of mountain fir
and pine, the hta of bees over pastures blue with gen¬
tians and myosotls, and the chirping of crickets in the
grass were to him the greatest of delights, fhe pure
summits of the highest Alps as background to all this,
shining and glowing in the rays of the sun - this is
the nature that Meyer loved. To lie by mountain stream
and tarn, with the clear blue sky above flecked with
little bagrant clouds, this is his joy - to be near the
heavens.
Meyer in isted strongly on the fact that he
was no professional writer. With the freedom and joy
of the dilettante - using the word in its highest sense
of/
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of one who practises art for its own sake - he followed
the natural tent of his spirit, working with the con¬
sciousness of inspiration and of the highest ideals,
perfection of language and form. "Sin Berufsschrift-
1)
steller bin ioh nicht", he writes to L.von Francois,
"daeu fehlen mir her Ehrgeiz {ich weiehe der Reputation
aher aus als dass ieh sie suchte), die Routine und die
Mode lie, - denn ich habe einen einsiedlerischen Hang"
2}
Again,to Haessel, he writes: "Sie wissen wie ernst ich
es nehme, sehr ernst, und dass mir der Erfolg des Tages
durchaus nioht in erster Linie steht." Haroourt, in
3)
his book n Meyer puts the matter clearly when he says:
©
"Meyer eut en horreur les coneoura, 1'idee de triomphe
sur des rivaux dans la grande course de la vie. LTarri-
visme blessait ©omme une grossierete cette nature de¬
licate; ce qu" il eUt aime, nous dit sa soeur, c*est
one place non disputee au soleil, et ou sa propre
ombre n'eftt assombrl le ohemin de personne." That
he should feel, on entering his study, as if he were
on the threshold of some temple, shows us that writing
was to the poet Meyer a solemn life-task. Nothing can
impress us more than just this devotion of a life to
its art.
1)21 Ap.USt. 2) 17 Sept 1877.




The author"3 attitude to his subject is a
two-fold one, we are told; he may either adopt a mor¬
alistic attitude, and attribute an end to art - that
"of directing the good and inspiring horror of evil"»
of correcting and ameliorating customs, thus proving
himself to he "the honest ai&n oi good will"; or he
may look at it from the aesthetic standpoint, as some¬
thing which has an immediate unquestioned value of ita
own - a face-value - that does not call for reference
to anything outside itself, to any judgment as to its
truth or reality or moral goodness. Here we find the
artist. Art is the expression of aesthetic experience,
and beauty comes of its perfect expression. Art and
mor llty are two different things.
It is interesting to sec how C.F.Ueyer
went over from the one point of view to the other, un¬
der the Influence of F.Th. Viacher; "Xhr Fame hat fur
iaioh von jung an elne-n nimbus gehabt", Heyer writes to
Visoher, "und g ewisae CrundbegriIfe slnd mir dann
doeh erst durcli ihre Aesthetik und deren Anwendung in
den kritlschen Gacgen ubertjeugend und swingend gewor-
den." It is this change from the moralistic attitude
to the artistic one which oeylaintr, in our opinion,
not only Meyer"s choice f subject matter, but also
largely/
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largely accounts for his remarkable development late
in life. Meyer himself expresses his opinion in an
i)
criticism of Frey*s study on Bailer: *'Das aesthetisohe
Moment(wirdl uberall unerbarmiieh -and principleIX dera
et&ftcbhnn Moment, oder was dafurrgexten muss, geopfert.
Keutsutage freilieh haben wir dieee vforurteile griind-
lloh ubervrun&en und die Selbatherr1iehkeit der Poesie
crass rsao'u einer gaxm anderen Seite hin verteidigfc wer-
de»T
Critics and historians have advanced very
credible and varying views as to the reasons for Meyer fc
choice of subjects. Some Insist on the contrast of a
genial, gentle nature with stories of intrigue, villany
and violence, and say that just tads contrast attract-
2-)
ed the poet. ;.ence Walter Breoht'n explanation that
Tier starke Gegensata seine weiche und liebenswur&ige
later dixaoniaoh ansog." Haroourt in the same way says:
'La cru»ut£ de ees r^cits ne lui deplilit qu'X uol-
tt4; oette rruaut£, eette s^cheresee d'trne latines
constituent pour son temperament genmiin un probldme
d^concertant mala attlrant." "Les homsaes de la Re¬
naissance sont antipathlques au sentimentalistae alle-
mand", eerira-t-il a Haessel, mats iui n© partag© pas
cette antipathic. II se sent It son ais© pamai oes
coquins."
Luise v.Franqois refers to ' diese Presiden ansiehenden
5r0u • Iv-
. und fernen Schauerbilder", for so they struck her.
A second group attribute his choice to in¬
stability/
1 Jhundschau, Cot USD. Quo ted by Trey, Life of Meyer
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stability of raina or health. Thus Wilhelm Uhl would
even find In the prose of Meyer something unsuitable
1 )
for the delicate;
"Fur schwaohe lerven ist Meyers Prosa uberhaupt
nicht zu empfehlen" » "er zeigt in der Wahl seiner
Sujets eine cntnchledene Hinneigung sum Grasslichen."
Uhl also points to the renegade in Meyer, finding ex-
preasioniin characters like Jenatsoh ana Becket.
The third point of view is a Freudian var¬
iation of the first, but emphasises not the fascinat¬
ion of the horrible, but rather the fact that in these
deeds of bravery or ox violence, patriotism or relig¬
ious seal, Meyer found a complement of himself. Of
this flight of tue individual from the real into the
ideal world, this imaginative complement of experience,
2)
Ilarsourt says;
Meyer a oherehe dans son oeuvre ^un complement de
lui-mlaie; faible, il nous a donne des char&ctgres
de forde, eontemplatif, des Itres d'action. II
nTy a la qu'un cas particulier dfune loi psychi^ue
assez repandue - son oeuvre represents une toute
puissante revanche d*imagination."
Let us now examine Meyer* g own expression
/ %
X *
of his reasons for his choice of subjects. "Es 1st
seltsaia" s he writes, "nit meinem f ohne gelbstlob)
geiibten Auge koiame ich oi't in Tersuehung, Gegen-
wart zu sohildern, aber darm trete ieh plotzXicfc. dar
vor zuruck. Es ist mir su roh und zu nahe." "Su-
stan&e, gate oder schli mae, die mir taglieh. auf die
lagel brennen, habe ich keine Lust zu sehildern."
lot, then, the raw material of the present, with its
confused issues and vague out. ines, but the past which
offers a canvas already prepared, from which he can
stand back to Judge of fleets.
1)1 ilhelm Uhl, ) Letter to L.v.Franc -is.
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In die above-mentioned conversation
with Kogel, 'Meyer gave his detailed reasons for choos¬
ing the historical subject rather than the modern one.
'Trstens. Die mo&erne Konvention ait iiiren Formen
aaeht in der (resellsohaft alles so verhullt, so matt.
Es ist viel Heuehelei darln. Man 1st immer verbind-
lioh und unter dieser offentliohen laeheln&en Ver-
bindlichkeit lauert dooh ein versteckter Holm. Da
Xehrte ich lieber suriick zu den freien Menschen der
verruchten Renaissance, die sich frech and unverstellt
geben mit ihren Eastern. Da fuhl ich mich wohler.
Zweitens. Als ieh d&s Oestalten einer nodernen Ro¬
ve lie aus der Gesellschaft ging, empfand ioh es als
cine Schamlosigkelt, wie man dooh muss, die bek&nnten
Menschen der Usagebung, wenn auch in noch so vielen
Biillen verkleidet, umgemodelt abzuzeiehnen. Hber dies
Gefuhl konnte ich nioht hinweg.7
to illustrate this point
Best of all, perhaps, is the remark made by Hans der
Armbruster, voicing Meyer's opinion:
1 )
'T in anderes ist es", fiigte er hinzu, *"©b miner noch
im Tagewerke and in der Zeii steht, oder ob der Tod
sein Xebensbuch gesohlosfsen hat. 1st einmul das
letzte Sandkorn verrollt, so trltt der Mensoh aus der
Reihe der Tage und Stunden hinaua nd steht als ein
fertiges ■and deutllahes lesen vor aem Gerichte Gottes
imd der Menschen."
It would seem that Meyer was guided largely by his de¬
sire to be objective, while at the same time depicting
in his works striking, freely expressed personalities.
Distance,in his view, softens any possible harshness
or brutality in the story, amd the idyllic frame, too,
in many cases, "mildert die Strenge der Fabel", to
use his own words.
1) Dcr Heilige, ?. 160.
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1)
To Dulse v, Francois Meyer writes:
"Asa, liebsten vertiefe ioh mieh in vergangenen
Zeiten, deren Irrtiia r {und damit den dem Menschen
inhariorenden allgemelnen Irrtua 5 Ich leise ironiBie-
r©, und die air erlauben, das ewig-aensohliohe kirnst-
ldrischer zu behandeln als die hrutale Aktaaiitat
seitgenossieeher Stoffe mir niwht gestatten wiirde.**
There were in Meyer two opposing forces -
the man and the artist. The man recognised physical
limitations and shunned the effort required to cope
with greet themes. These fire the "bedeutende Keaanisse'
sowohl in aeinem physieohen liaturell ale in -ueinen
ausserlich so gunstig scheinenden Verhfiltnissen" of
2)
which Meyer writes to Eodenberg. The artist in him
had a mighty longing for all that v/aa great, eternal
3)
and true. This we see in a letter written in 1 882:
"Ich habe seither eine ganz plunge Sehnsuoht naoh
clem grossen, hellsomen, laenschlich-wuhren . auch
naeh eiriem grosses Styl, so &e*S3 ich mich ... an
meinen Tier Hovellchen ganz verekle. . . Das bin
loh nicht, sondera m'eine Faulheit, welehe vor den
Stoffen, die sioh fur meine Schultern sehieken,
zurucktritt."
A)
And again: 'Grosser Styl, grosse Kunst - all mein
3enker and Traumen liegt darin. Is 1st auch allele,
diese Passion, die aaioh Dlnge leistcn lasst, die
uber meine Katuranlage gehen."
In a my, this very reluctance to embark
on a difficult task was a protection which nature had
given to the over-sensitive temperament; and the seem¬
ing coldness and lack of passion, that "phlegtsa" as
Meyer/
1) Ende Mai 1 881 ) Trey, letters p.69.
J) To L.v.Francois 4) To Haessel, 16 June 1 79.
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Meyer called it once, were assiduously cultivated by
him as the necessary conditions for a calm mind and
successful work. "Je langsamer, desto beeser", lit
j #
writes to Rodenberg;* "Pbantanie unci Empffadung warden
be I air bis in das Alter, wean ich es erreiohe, ver¬
bal ten, da 1st air nicht b&nge, aber ru.hi.ye gostalt-
tnay, Xunstvollenduny, da 1st noch so viol, fast noch
alles su ton."
hot only self-criticism led Meyer to think;
lightly of his stfhiered work, but just this mighty in¬
spiration, this high artistic ideal after which he
strove. The greater orce within him conquered in the
end, and sought ever sore gratification of these noble
aspirations and longings, which were to cease only with
the poet*s death, and which one might sum up in his
own words:
"Gcnug kaurn nie und niameraiehr gemigen. ~
t) 5 Feb 1;?6.
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MEYER'S PC I ITT OF VIEW - OBJECTIVITY.
When w© come to examine the individual Ho¬
ve lien of C.F.Meyer, in order to see his point of view-
for in all types ox' fiction, to oar mind, the term and
ultimat work of art depend upon she author's standpoint
- we find that his great outstanding quality is his
objectivity. Hardly ever does he express dmrectly any
personal view, nor intrude his individuality between
his reader and the creations of his mind; illuminating
with hie lantern aliobut himself, he stands back, say¬
ing: "this is my stage and these ay players', leaving
them to do 'the rest. Meyer had theggift of seeing his
characters live and act in their surroundings, so that
to depict them as he did was to him the only possibility
"veil ioh sie so sah" is his explanation more than
once of his treatment of plot or character.
Meyer's objectivity, doubtless, is the
outcome of his temperament. It is the vision of the
world from the standpoint of one constituted after
his fashion, that is from the standpoint of the sen¬
sitive artistic soul, whose shyness drives him to an
almost miserly concision and brevity. The fact that
the short-story form, with its distinctive qualities
of/
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shapeliness and novelty was the right; one for Meyer
did not escape the quick judgment of his ^rea t follow-
eotditnrya&n, .Teller, when he said:
odor i'ovelle liaoen 9ie aua eta troth"JLloh.es t'ittel pe-
xrw&en, wiodar einon eigentlichen Kunstwerk h^rsu-
atelloa, -and oinen Btil *u srmSgliohen, mchdem der
Ballast der blossea Spanmmg, Besohrei'bung tend Bla-
leglsiemmg, ier die 3-Bander %<l fallen pflegt, uber
Bcrd geworfen 1st."
work its dra.aia.tic feeling. Meyer is snid tc have dis¬
puted the statement that his short stories had some¬
thing of the drama in them; TSgel reports hie words:
x) _/ Das ist cur Hang zur roa»nischen ansgebildetor.
CfebErde una cur -pl.-istiscLen Bauctellung*"
But the fact remain* that very elteu e eon trace in
Hfeyer's stories ieuleneies towards the droaia. Unity
©1 scene is preserved when one oharacter is mad© to
he »ta onlookerron some event ox importance to the plot;
we see, as it were, Tic relies* ox ta« action on corae
pernor, not dirsctl, involved in the event*- & .method
used by Storm also, who writes to Heller;
"Knobs gedaoltu odor tjohoa gesehriebene Szene
wurde hintor die Kulissen geschobor., uraft dsns dero-f
bin gesrbelbet, dass nm* die iieflesc uavon »ui der*
Suschauer rail* die Huhne fallen."
first as a frame for his story. Here we some upon the
It is this very objectivity which gave ' is
thin objectivity of Meyer's takes form
«) p2~*/
3) V) %*JA~ /9"7^
questions/
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Questions - VJhat is the value- and function of the
frame in storytelling? 13 -?ey«rf s ure of it typioal?
Ufaureits^- were often collected within a
frame; we have a company of people gathered together
"by chance or design, united by seme social bond - dis¬
tress , or pleasure, as the daee any he .. telling each
other stories to distract their minds from danger ©.id
disaster, or to axuse a leisure hour. Thus we find,
in Beeeaeaic'a Pecaa.erone, in Chaucer'r Canterbury
Tales, ai*d in Gee she's TXnterh&liungen, tee social use
of the rrasae to enclose a variety cfttales. In it re
have, so to epeai, a setting for the whole, which may
have r.o more connection with the stories contained
than the collecting-box has with the pennies within;
it merely unitea, combines within a more or less &r-
bitrar;'* surround"', talcs whose form and tvpe is deter¬
mined by the charaoter of the narrator, and whose aim
is the amusement of his audience.
Hot so, however, with the frame «a used
by Meyer, S torsi ux*d their contemporarlee. Here we
have not many stories, but only one enclosed, and us
the artist chooses with care the frame wile ; is to
surround his picture, that everything about it, col¬
our, ralar.ee, design easy harmonise with and enhance
the beauty of his painting, so with the singly
framed/
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framed story, the aesthetic value of the frame is of
first condi&erafcioh, and plays an important part in
the artistic whole.
1)
Hans Brasher distinguishes two types of
in
Fruzae stories; the first the frame acts as an intro¬
duction and then is forgotten; in the second it is
complete, that is to say, the story is placed entirely
wit,.in some other fiction, which may merely indicate
the situation, or may contain some action independent
of the main story. Meyer's frame belongs to thds
<xN.*bte f^c
class, and a striking wxamrple ox its can be found in
/V
chapter *3 of Ber Heilige; we have entirely forgotten
the story-teller and the listener in the drama, ana
we come hack to them with striking contrast in the epi¬
logue to the tale.
The subtlest form of frame is perhaps
that in which one finds inter, lay between the frame
and &b.c stor; contained: similarities of character,
of situation between the* listeners -ud the actors in
the tele, and the narrator's clever treatment of this
parallel. A brilliant example of this is Meyer's
Hoohseit des llonchs" , where Bante, at the wide hos¬
pitable hearth of his prince, relates his vivid tale.
The character of the narrator determines
the/
1 ) Hans Br&cherra, Rahmenerzahlung und Verwandtes bei
Storm, Keller und Meyer.
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the scppe and style o±' the tale. Thus when Meyer
chooses Danue as the teller 01 "Die Hochzeit des
Monchs" he gives himself an the advantages of out*
standing culture, the scope oi genuus. Dante is tne
great author, improvising. V/e watch him mould his
subject at his will. In "Der Heilige**, the teller o
the story is an old arcner, wnose experience of men
and manners is world-wide -"ein Weit- und Menschen-
kundig, auch weitgewanaerten Mann scnneilen Geistes -
but whose natural simplicity of soul gives to his tale
a different flavour from that of the Italian poet.
Not only nas he travelled, ana oeen many cities ana
kingdoms, but he is learned in the latin tongue; he
has been an eye-witness of the sorange happenings w
which he relates on tnao winter1s nigho in Zurich to
the listening Chorherr: - a solitary listener, this
time, not the social circle round the fire, out just
two old men sitting over their wine, the one relating
the other listening.
The use of the frame in "Del Heilige" was
1)
examined and explained unce by Meyer himself; he
stated it to uct
1) "Ein idyllischer Rahmen fur eine haroe und grau-
same G-esehichte.
2) Energische Angabe des Kosturns durch em leoen£
diges Stuck Mittelaiter, ich meine den Armbruster
mit seinem Vorleoen und seinen Raisonnements.
3) Schiebung der von mir an der Geschichte veruoten
Frevel auf das schwache Gedachtnis eines alten Manne
4) Die Hauptsache, Beglaubigung durch einen Augen-
zeugen des rein aus meinem >emute gehobenen und in
der Wirklichkeit schwer ein. Aoialogon findenden Char-
akters/
1^fln Betty Paoli, 1° April 1.
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der Wirklichkeit schwer ein Analogon findenden Char-
akters des Heiiigen." And although he subsequently
begged his correspondent to destroy what he had writ¬
ten as being mere theorising, yet it is worth while
considering these points in the light oi what has al¬
ready been said, i'he idyllic 3urromining gives one
desired atmosphere lor the story, and. its telling by
an eye-witness lends to the tale, fantastic as it is,
a quality which fulfils bpieihager1s rule that the
liovelle be ' glaubhaft erzahli."
Meyer's objectivity takes the form, sec¬
ondly, of indirect characterisation. It is not pos¬
sible ior one who withdraws behind the scene to give
us direct information about nis cnaracters; so, in
keeping with the style of the L'ovelle, and its self-
imposed concision, they reveal themselves in their
gestures, in their facial expression, or they arc re¬
vealed through the medium of the frame-storyteller,
who uses descriptive verbs, sucn as hbhxite er", " reu-
ehelte er , in place of the colourless"sagte or "rief"
That Meyer himself had the gift of reading
character in faces is testified to by his sister, and
he himself once said that he saw, as it were, the real
man behind his exterior, the skeleton behind the ges¬
ture .
"Ich habe die Eigenschaft, die Menschen mit denen
ich umgehe nicht besser zu sehen, als sie sind, son-
dern/
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dem sehlcolitcr. loh sene In saharlen ZUgen, ifcr Pre¬
fix, ibr Skelett."
I:.ic tendency hue no doubt decided to soae extent his
u.ethod of characterisation.
Although it saight be possible forknow, -as
Victoria Coleman a es, ever:; gesture and glance of e
character 'like Pescara, without knowing his inmost
1)
thoughts -
'Sie wusstc rein Angeaieht, seine OebSrde» die
kleinsten seiner Qewobnheiten uusvrendi. • . . ."nd Vik¬
tor ia saiB3te eich aages, d&a-i aie den ixmerstan Pes-
cai'jJt nicht kazme" . . .
yet for the aost ;ert ITeyor* r* outvnrd characterisation
reveals the Inner win, As one character reads in the
fac • of another - "»©oh eirmal vuebte «r aui* der. tief-
hcscfcattcten Teelolite vor ihr am leaen**- so we too
ccs.il their gestures srd see the gleatr of merrinert,
the flack of anger or the flow of pension in their
eyes; v;e see the tbO"ht of one ®ar interpreted in
'■)
+■ *
the gertore of another, or a nan's own gesture replac-
1n - the spoken word; a -ee the groping step of the
blinded peril5.o, the free swinging walk of Lucresia
Plarta, trhi-f: recalls to mind her native Burden; we
so© the youthful olastio .read of V'v -r, and Sour on
cross a roon "1: 1eioht forti-ten ^anasoltritt**, or"der
Ifei'ige", "eln Metcher vomehmer hanu in kostllehea
hewanden,/
1) Pesoara 74. 2) Jemtsoh, p.15 <. see also
Der Heilige, r.1 3, .1 3/6; escara, p,17 " •
) Angela Borgia, p. 7 .
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Gewanden, trut dieac sehon und langsam bewegend zu mis"
Happiness lends Astorre "befl%elte Ins re"; excitement,
meditation, determination, each take form in the step
of a man.
Every mood has for Lleyer its corresponding
facial expression, which we look upon with theeefces of
D
some character in the book; "Entsetaen, Schreek, r-
staunen, ILrger, Zorn, ersticktes Gelachter,diese
ganze Tonic iter von Gefuhlon fand ihren Ausdruek ,auf
dei; Gesichtern der versammelter. Zuhorer.
2)
Trauer und Zorn, weiche Erinnerungen und h&rte
Enisehlusse schienen uber den halb Abgevmndten weoh-
selnd Gewalt zu gewinnen."
Painful thought engraves lines on the face:
3)
"Wahrend ich dieoe schwerfalligen Gedanken, lang-
saa arbeitend, tiefe Furohen in Gertrudens junge Stlrn
Ziehen sah, lachelte ieh listig"
oi* if it be a happy one - as in the case of the Chor-
herr looking forward to an interesting visit, and may¬
hap, a tale:
4)
"Ein plotzlicher Ged&nke leuohtete uber seine
durchsiohtigen Zuge, ein Gedanke oi'fenfear ertreulicher
Art."




Seine festen Suce waren tinster geworden, irnd
seine Augen s&rmen."
and the calm, straightforward glance of Lukrezia:
f )
~Xeine inner© Aufregung, keine unctate leidenee
schaft bewejte die hoohgew chsene Gestalt^ Feste
Suhe lag in den schonen, nooh jugendweiehen Sttgen."
m/
1} Schusa, p.6l c) enatsch p. 71. v) Ilautus p. ?G
') Heiliwe P.*0. 55 Iteillue. n.V. f) Jenatsch n.llft.
I
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We see with Fausch the flash of anger on the face of
Wertmuller, with ICorinna the expression of mildness
and justice on the face of Gustav Adolf; with Gustel,
hidden in her window-niche, the fiendish look on the
Lauenburger's countenance, as he vows vengeance on his
enemies; with Hans we look on the face of the king of
1 )
England: "Yon gewaltigem Wuchs mid hcrrischer Gebarde,
and seine blauen anbeschatteten Au&en brannten wie
zwei Flammen."
With him, too, we are witnesses of the inner soul of
the Chanoellor, when, after the death of Gnade, his
whole being is in revolt against his monarch:
?2
"Die vorwurfsvollAagen richteten rich auf mioh
and in ihrer Tiefe entglomm eine Flamme, grausam and
gramvoll wie die Holle."
When he forgives Heinrich later in the story :
3)
'Das Gesioht des Herrn Thomas . . . leachtete wie
das eines Engels and er sagte mit strahlenden Aagen:
"Ich vergebe dir den Tod Gnades."
Madame de Maintenen knows from the King's face that
all is well:
Da sie dem beschaftigten and unmerkllch belus-
tigten Aasdruck der ihr grandlich bekannten konig-
lichen Ziige entnahm: Ladwig selbst habe etwas zu er-
zahlen."
Sforza reads sympathy in PescaraJ_s face:
Sforza erhob die Aagen, and da er in dem iiber-
legenen Antlitz weder Hohn noch Strafe las, sondern
eher Heilnehmende Einsicht und Milde, brach der halt-
lose Knabe in Tranen aus ..."
Not/
1 }Eellige 6t 2) Heilige, p. 106. 3) ITeilige p. 179
4)Leiden p.14. 3) Pescara, p. 161.
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Hot only facial expression, but a gesture of the hand
or some other expressive movement, the very pose of
the body, characterise the mood, the soul, in the art
of lieyer.
"Ich sehe wle er sitzt und sinnt,
Und Icenne seine Seele.". .
Very often these gestures are merely described, as for
instance "ait einer sein Bedauern und angleieh seine
Unersohutterliohkc- it hook t lebhaft auadruckenden Ge-
barde , where it is left to the reader to imagine what
form the gesture would take. More often th actual
plastic expression is indicated to the reader; fear
has a gesture of contracting the muscles of the back:
1)
(Jenatsch speaks^, *Ich betreije niemals die Kanse!
ohm frostelnd den Ruchen elnsuziehen aus Furoht, es
fahre mir das !,lesser Oder die Kugel eines taeiner Pf'arr-
kinder zwisohen die hchultern."
Anger clenches the fist:
2)..
lie in Herr und Xonig ballte seine auf der Lehne
des Stbhles 1legend© Hand, denn er war ein Freund der
Ordnung und der Gereehtigkelt."
""indness smoothes.? the hair from the troubled brow:
M
Darn strieh er ihm mit sanfter Hand die sehweiss-
genassten verworrenen Blondhaare aus der Stirn und
schlichtete sie autterlich."
Shyness, modesty, boredom, politeness - all these are
shown to us by Meyer by means of a gesture, Ezzellns
Liebllngsgebarde" - "er wufalte ait den gesprelztea
is
Fingern der Reohten in dem Gev/elle seines Bartes" - a
gesture which typifies him, like the gestures of
1 1 Ta»a4-«n'U » \ 4 rm
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Michel Angelo.
The gesture in Meyer's writing is oiten
symbolical, ana illustrates very vividly the meaning
of the speaker; Gertrude's becoming a nun is a ges-
1 )
ture:
"Das KluSoer, wo morgen die Gertrude ihre Hum ten
mit dem Strick umgurtet, und ihrc Blondhaare unter
der Schere fallen.**
The casting off 01 the garment indicates that Jenatscn
exchanges preaching ror fighting:
2)_
"Mit diesen Worten riss er sein Predigergewand ab,
langte Beinen Raufdegen von der Wand . . .**
The Cardinal is prepared to renounce his vows to the
church-, symbolised in his purple robe:
75 L
"Was hindert mich, dies hier", er packte mit bal¬
den Fausten den Purpur uber seiner Brust, "in Fetzen
zu reissen und Angels als mein Weiu an das Herz zu
drucken?"
Illustrative, too, is Pescara's symbolical action,
when he, the doomed man, is asked who.t his aim is:
42
"Der Feldherr griff mit der Hand in das eriosch-
ene Kohienoecker, schloss sie, und streckte sie ge-
gen Moncada, "Mein Ziel", sagte er, und offnete die
roHandf "Staub und Asche."
In a great many cases, the gesture is nei¬
ther left to the imagination, nor is it described in
detail, but the reader is given the material from
which to make it for himself. This is a favourite me¬
thod of Meyer's art, and is a iorm of simile, intro¬
duced by the words "als ob", or simply by an inverted
construction/
1)Plautus, . ?1 r,)Jenatsoh p.BR Angela p. 68
4) Pescara, p.
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construction with"als7 Here, too, one can feel, as a
(i
reader, the same inner imitation that was manifest in
the descriptions given by Meyer of the htuaan frame in
some act of muscular activity. Meyer is making use
of our past experience to illustrate his meaning, and
the past, as he does so, becomes once again present
experience. This we read: "Ascanio kmoste den Arm,
als leere er den Beoher," Dante accompanies his nar¬
rative "ait elncr griffelhalten&en Gebar&e, als schrie
be er seine Fabel,' statt sie su spceefcen, wie er tat."
Wertmiiller, advising the young aster to stay in his
native land: "Br roachte die gebarde, als griffe er
einea Eosse is die Sugel."
This construction is often used by Meyer
to illustrate the desires of his characters. They act
as if from certain motives. The Kracfahalder, for in-
1 )
stance:
"Seine Fingerspitaen batten sich urn e-in KXeines
einwarto gebogen, als wolle er das Gesclienh festhalD
ten."
?)
The K'ansler * V.andte sioh gegen mieh, als wolite er
die Maske des Glsicnmutes, die einen Augenblick ge-
falien war, wieder vornehscn,"
3)
He, too, again "griff mlt nervigen Handen in die Lui't,
als wolle er den ruhig vor iha stehenden erwurgen."
Meyer's objectivity prevents him from tel¬
ling his reader what is the motive which leads a char¬
acter/
1)Ber Schuso von der Kanzel, p. 7^ )Heilige p.143
3) Heilige p. 130.
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acter to make a certain gesture, cr the inner emotion
which expresses itself in his face or pose; he shows
us the man, and hasards a guess as to the meaning of
these external signs: Poscara, to take another instan¬
ce "oprach langs&m, als prufe er jedes seiner Sorts
auf der Wage der Gerechtigkeit."
Akin to this procedure is Meyer's habit of
giving to the reader & choice of motives in his char¬
acters; examples of this are very numerous indeeds-
"Ohne ft wissen, oder nieht wissen wollend" ,"hatte er
nioht geglaubt, oder hatte er geglaubt - v.er bliclct in
den Abgrund dieser finstern Seele?" "Hatte die Heil-
igkeit des I-Ionigs . . . ein V/under gewirkt? Oder war
es eine satanlsche Larve?" Dante, like Meyer, refrains
from expressing his opinion and leaves his hearers to
decide:
1 )
"Oh Antiope es sieh einbildete? Oh Diana wlrk-
lich dieses Spiel trieb? . . . loh entscheide nicht."
Yet, in spite of the objectivity of the
poet, we can truce the personal element at many points.
In practically every tale of Meyer*s we can find per¬
sonal experiences, opinions, theories, predilections,
such as we know them from his letters and biographies.
Stress!, like Meyer in his youth, wished to study
abroad, in/
1)Hochzeit des Lloneha, . UP.
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in order that he might coiae back "reifer una brauch-
J 5
barer"; Sforza, as Pescara knows, stands in need of
tranquillity: "ieh kenne . . . Ihre durch eine un-
gluckliohe Jugend erkrankte und entkraftete Scale".
2}
Sie bedarf vor allea der Stetigkeit". Here we have
a reminiscence of the poet, though not an exact par¬
allel. Schadau relates his story thua: "Pen Frauen
gegenuber war ich schuchtern" , and this shyness led
him, as it is said to have led C.F.Meyer, to be more
loquacious than he really wished, to a kind of nerv¬
ous volubility. The Xanaidat,looks at the white sails
on the lake: "Fehmfe mieh mit in die welte Freiheit,
4)
i'lehte er sie unbewusst an" - surely also a personal
touch. Pesca a and Fitteria, too, love to watch "Meer-
..5)
blaue und wan&era&e Segel , and we can well imagine
6)
that this is a personal experience: (Palm* speaks}
"Oft wenn ich hier liege, erhebe ioh mich, steige
sachte ans Ufer nieder und vereuche das Wasser mit
der Seine. Usd dann i3t mir, als lose ich mich von
mir selbst und ich schwixame und platschere in der Flut
Pfannenstiel uses a simile which takes its origin in
7)
the same experience: "So wirft sich ein Badender in
dde Flut, die er auerst leise schauernd mit der Zehe
gepruft hat."
Pas Leiden eines Khaben seems to us to be particularly
interesting from this point of view; like Meyer, the
French/
1) Angela Borgia,t.$G. 2} Pescara 182.
5) Amulett, p. 55 4) Per Schuss von der Kanzel p
5) Pescara, p. 74. 6) Riohterin, p. 71.
7) Schuss, p. 21.
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1 )
French king "hsttw sioh von jurig an sua <*e setae geraacht,
wosu er ubrigens sehon von Ilatur nelgte, unci whs er
dann "bis an so In Lebensende hielt, niemals, auch
nicht eraahlungewfise, ein gemeines odor besehimpfen-
den , irurs eln uitkonlgliohe o v ort in den i'urd zv neh-
fifcCll."
As with nobility of speech, so also with nobility of
soul, The qualities which Fescara loves arc those
which Feyer also admires: "ilannlichfceIt und Seeien-
? S
■ *
greeso"; Sangran&e shares their viewer
"Das Hoohste und Ticfste der Empfinditing erreicht
seiner: Ausdruoh mr in einea starhen 'forper trad in
einer stnricen Seele."
3)
Julian flourishes in an atmosphere of apsreeiation:
"Dieser fuhlte sich in einer warmen At.oosphare,
seine Erotarrung wich, seine harden Gaben entfal-
teten sich, seta Hut wuohs und er war gut aufge-
hoban".
A congenial occupation accompanied with success gave
4)
hia a happy feeling of confidence in himself:
Schon die Illusion einer Erfedge,. die Teilnahaae
an einer genialen TsLtigxeit, einea auhelosezx und
gliiokXlchen Entstehenr einer Xnhnheit und E'illlrar
der sehopferisohen Hand . . . liess den Knaben naeh
so^vielen Terlus ten des SeXbstgefnhlo cine gronse
G3uokoeligkeit espflnnen*'
while the company of those who pity hia is rather uvoidr
5)
©d than sought:
"1st es nicht eln vernunftiger Trielj aller von
der Hatur beaaehteiligten, Ihre Gescllschaft ©her
unten su suchen ale bel ihreogleichen, wo sle sich
ale feschoate und Seattleidete erapfinden."
The case of Julian is obviously not a parallel to that
of the boy Meyer, but his psychology is similar, as
we/
1) Das Leiden eines rnaben, .17 2)Hoehseit des Jbnoha ?
% t si4eLeSLVi in f \ Tu«^r>m r, & c \ r 4 .1 —- « /
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we see In these examples.
Meyer's own love of animals is mirrored
in the characters of his works: Peseara's Windsplele,
for instance, the Armbruster's Pudel ar:d even Julian's
careful drawings of insects - "offenbar hatte der Krn-
be die Ge3talt des Tierehens liebgewonnen.
Admiral Coligny "kennt den Zauber eines
ersttm G-elingens"; Lukrezia knows "jene Berihlgung,
die in der Vollendeten Tatsaehe liegt". The Arm-
bruster works at his bows,as he tells us,im Groll
und Gram «u verwinden"; he too finds there his solace,
1)
his aim is perfection of workmanship: "in jeder, auch
der geringsten Kunst 1st ein Ziel der Vollen&ung ver-
borgen, das uns raft and lockt, ih» Tag und I-Jacht
sehnsuchtig nachzuziehen."
This is profoundly characteristic of Meyer's attitude
to his own art.
Many of Meyer's characters hesitate, as
he did, between two nationalities; even xhe uni'iuish-
2)
ed works show us an e~«ample of this:
(Der Oberss) "Aueh or hatto lange zwischen zwei
Vaterlandern gesohwankfc, Schweiz and Italien, denen
er beiden angekorte."
3)
The following may be a personal tru.it:
"Die Majorin kannte die Gepflogenheit des Vaters,
wenri die Rede auf ihta gleichgultige Oder widrige
Binge kam, seine Aufaierksamkeit aof irgendeinen Ge-
genstand am Wege Oder in neinem weiten Sehkreise zu
riehten und von dern Gesprache wegsuhoren."
Schadau/
1) Heilige p.46 ?} Duno Duni, . "At. (Unvoll. Prosa-
werke.)
~j>} Gewissensfall, 2 3. (Unvoll. T rosawerke).
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Schadau finds the ornamentation of the palace of the
Catholic king of France strange and unattractive to
his proiestant taste. Plautus, on the other hafcd, a&-
1 )
mires the architecture of the convent church:
"Der edle Rundbogen, der Fenster und Gewolhe,
statt des modischen Spitzbogens und des narrischen
francosisehen Schnorkels, stimmte mich wieder klar
uM rujiig . . . "
Peaoara has Meyer's memory for faces, of which his
sister t&lls un, and they share with Eerzog Rohen a
deep love of the Alps:
"Rohen hatto das Land Bunden und sein zugleioh
norliseh marmhaftes und siidlich gCBChmeidiges Yolk
liebgewonnen. Per Aufenthalt in diesen Bergen ruhte
seinen Geist aus und erfrtschte seine Lebenskr&ft.
Aber nicht d.ie ernsten, kiihl durchwehten Hochtaler,
wo ev Siege erfochten, mit three. Felahornernund Schnee-
hauptern iibten einen Sauber auf ihn aus. son&ern er
sog^dem Geschinaeke der Sett und seinem eigenen milden
geraiite geaass die mittlern, mit weichemmGrun bedeof¬
ten Alpec vor, die nit Hutten und lautenden Herden
bedeckt waren. Seine Lieblinge waren die Hoheri, die
das worm© Domlesehr oinrahne.n, und er pflegte zu sa¬
gen , der Heinzenberg sei der schonste Berg der Welt."
laser, too, prefers solitude when wandering on the
3)
heights of Bunden:
"Fr blieb eine Streoke hinter Agostino (his
guide) on si.oh in der kraftigen Bergluft all©in der
freien Lust des Wanderns zu ergeoen. "
Meyer has imparted his own sensitiveness
to mood, as for instance when he says in the words of
Sehadau:
"Gasparde fiihlte mix" an, dass aeine Geele besch-
vvert war"*.
To/
1( Plautus im Lonnenkloster p.25. 2)
3) Jenatsch p.54.
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To his characters also he lends the gift of reading
the character of others from their facial espression.
Their iceen glance may seek to penetrate even the my¬
stery oiaa marble statue; of the K'anzlcr in Der Kei-
1 )
lige Meyer Bays:
"So Tergniigte er sein Auge . . . oft an den
veissen und runigen Cliedraassen der heusehen Marmor-
weiber, die er in seiner gal&sten aufgestellt hatte.
. . . Es sind tote Stein# olme Blick and Kraft der
Jvugen, aber betraohtet mar; sie longer, so fangen sie
an zu leben, und nicht selten bin aucli ich vorjiiesen
jcaiten Gesehopfen stehen gebileben, um zu ergrunden,
ob sie heitern Oder traurigen Gemutes sind."
These examples show, we take it, whai Aeyer
2}
meant when he wrote to J.R.Rahn:
"Dans tous les persormages du Pescara, mime dans
ce vilain Morone, il y a du C.F.K,"
3)
and when he wrote to Luis# v.Francois:
"Iaa* Jenatseh1 mad i&i'Heiligen r . . 1st in den
versehiedensten Yerkleidungen weit iaehr von mir,
aieinen wahren Leiden una Leidenschsften, als in die-
ser Lyrik. . .
It is of exceptional interest to trace
where Meyer has put into the mouth of a character his
own theories of story-telling. Some of these we know
already irom the poetTs letters and conversations, but
we find them here in a more vivid and interesting
guise.
Frank confession is a necessity tc the -
noble-hearted young Gustel Leubelfing, who is full
of1/
1) Der Heilige p.33. ?) r^s 1 -
) Letter of 1 2.
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or the spirit of chivalry and udventure, but in whom
1)
there Is no filler
» ^
"Beubelflng erssiilte . . . wit J&nem Wahrh&iut- .
bed.tir.tmis, das sich n&eh Xange getra®cner Larve so
gebieberiseh aaeldet, vie Hunger und Durst rrcli l&n-
geos; Fasten,"
2)
The archer tells his own storys
"Seine eigene Gesohichte, die ee dea vcrsohlage-
nen Manna so eraahlen Behwer wurde'
and "chough it is no easy task, the telling ox' it re -
lieves hie soul,,and even gives aim physical strength:
"Seine ErsstBilung hatte ilm erleicLtert vie cine
Beielita, mvi In alien Muskeln gestarkt."
Arioet shares Meyer's artistic method, his elastic
3)
sense, his scruples:
"Eel solchen WahrnehHracgen utser hiitete er sich ,
aui' ein Defuhl4daB or an siefe selbst nioht Emm to,
mid das ein flucfttiges sein konrte, uncart *u
druekem, tells well er jedes fspeadttBixi reifcr \n
•isfta hfe-elcn-;ang als Gewaltt&t vsrabschaute, toils
aueh, veil er sich, leicht beaohwingt vis er war,
toad lamer uxs£ die son Ige Ofcerfliseh.© dcr hinge tax-
ruck3trebend, am vc-nigsten dnaru ^berufen fuhlte."
"Allen, v,<.s er Hv.hhte mid luhlte, was ihn arsoh-
reokte utid er :rii*f, Terratn&elte sigh dtrah das Ml-
dende Yeruogezi 4ein.es Gelstes in 'orper -and Sehene
spiel und verier daditrch die Ilarte ir_d iCraffc der
Wirkuag &uf seine Seele."
4)
He too hag his 'toy .in artistic creation, and feels
"die Freude an dam von lira eben neu. Geocfcauten und
' Oesch&f1'enen. Dante's aethed of telling is MeyerS
$)
- "Dante hieIt inne. Heine Fabel la,;;; in susgeeelmt*
teter Fulle vor ihm; sber eels strenyer Oeist wahlte
und vereiniaohte."
Fagon shares Meyer's preference for history:
2eh/
1) Oustay AdoIf8 Pave, 3.6,. 2} He 11 lye p. 5c
;) Angela Borgia, p. £6/7. 4) Angela p. M. $)
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**Ieh, &er ich Bomt ©Ine wurdiga rxit liomr Oder
Virgil verlebte Stonde und den Wellensohlag einer an-
tiker Diehtraig outer geetirabsm Ilirm.el der /.roller.
dcy yjgfi
In the ease ox the objective ntcry-teller,
the invented character is a mask behind thick he hides
hie own personality. Vie thinfc of this rh.cn vre hear
D
the words of Morons:
"Sprteli nieht in deinem ei enen Haiaen, rondern
laos dlr elxe Masks bieten, wie du rie llebst". . .
Unity of theme has seldom been better ex-
2)
eaplii'ied than fcx the following passage:
"F&gon tctrachtete den Kcnig vmter selnen busehi-
gea greisen Bra-a.cn hcrvor, weloher F indruch an£ die-
sen die lbs crtcegengehaltene larre seines Beichtlgers
geaacht katte. ISioht dass er slob schacichelte, ItjcU
wlg wards seine Wahl widerrufcn. . • Fagon las in
den Sngeii lee Alleroferistliohen nlchts als a in natiir-
liehes Clitic id aIt deis Lose do a Scenes einer Fran, d
die dem Gsbieter fliichtig gefallen hatte, unci das Bo-
bagen an seiner FraShlungr, deren Wege wie die elms
Gartens in e ir.cn and dense1 ben iMittelpunkt ausaaajaen-
lieifet: der IConig, timer wieder der KSei&J
Many of Meyer' a characters have the power
5)
to visualise strongly, for example Bone Or Arebroater:
"hoeh jetst Kerr > branch ica raxr die Augen sn
schl lessen, "am den Konlg wie den Pries tar Xeibh&i'i
vor air ku schen".
4)
Victoria Colomm, too, reading the bible:
"Sic Ins wentger salt der lelblichen ale dea geis-
tigen Auge, was sie von Xina an auswendig wnsste."
"Sic s&h den Damon vor dsn HeHand treten."
Astorre/
) Pescara p. 104. .5 Lei.on . 1
5) H ilige p.35 4} Pescara, p. \i .
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Astorre is carried away by the visions in his ira&gin-
1)
ation:
"Die Buft larfcte sich vor seinem BXioke und ein
Bild entstand, lessen erster Umriss seine ganze Seele
fesselte."
2)
Ko less vivid are those of Sehadau:
"Wie ich in der Danserung,.meines "'ege? trabte,
stiegen ait den Buften der Fruhlingserde die Bidder
der Yergangenhelt vor air auf mit einer so dran&en-
den Gewalt, in einer solohen Briscoe, in so seharfen
und einschneidender Zugen, dass rie micfc peinigten."
Such examples can be found repeatedly in "oyer's ro¬
ve lien; one more,very typical and at the same time
ve y beautiful, «ae from Angela Borgia will show how,
intthe imagination of a guilty consciencet a gesture,
a movement of the hand, may convey to the reader; the
sufferings of a tormented soul. The Cardinal has
been the cause of the blinding of the Prince Guilio,
whose only occupation henceforth is the weaving of
fine straw matting: the Cardinal, while walking over
5)
the floor of his palace,sees the vision:
"
Da war es Ibir. ale sehe er feine konigliche Han-
de uber die fatten huscben. Zu seiner Beohten and
linken, vor ihm, neben ihm, aller Bnden webten und
regten sich su irunderten die weissen, fleissigen
Geisterhande."
Nothing could be more typical of our poet's own
mental process than this kfvld imagination and power
of visualising which he lends to his characters.
1} Hochzeit p. 66 ^ 415 Amulett p 17
) Angela Borgia, P• 1 -9.
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MEYER'S RELATIONSHIP TO THi' DRAMA.
In connection with his objectivity and
his power to identify himself with his characters, it
is interesting toastudy Meyer's attitude to the Drama,
He felt an overwhelming desire to express himself in
this, as he considered it, highest art-form. Switzer¬
land has produced no great dramatist - "der Sehweiz
1)
mangelt das dramatische Klima , says Korrodi; - per¬
haps this art does not coiae easily to the genius of
2) 5)
the race; and though Khellwolf, Wust and others have
expressed the opinion that Meyer could have redeemed
this want, yet all his dramatic sketches and plans led
to nothing, and what remains in fragmentary form is of
small value in comparison with the very finished pro-
* I *I j j -•
duct of ¥eyerx«h stories and poems.
What was it then that prevented him from
achieving his ambition, and entering this heaven upon
earth, as, in a conversation with Bulthaupt, Meyer
once called it? Even when writing his Hovellen he had
in view their possible dramatisation, and as he tells
us, he very often sketched the plot of a drama along¬
side of the narrative plot. His friends varied in
their advice and opinions. Luise v.Francois urges him
to write a drama - tragedy or comedy, both for prefer¬
ence/ "*) y*
1)E.Korrodl, C.F,Meyer-studien, Lei . 1912. ,
■-' ) >"nellwolf, Scl^wel-^CA-1«.
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ence, as she considers him capable of both. Hodenberg,
on the other hand,tries to dissuade him irosa dramatic
attempts. He holds the view that Meyer's reaiaricable
master;, of the short-dtoryform, Into which he can put
as much dramatic art as he wishes, would not justify
his attempt possible failure in a new untried
sphere. Meyer's offer of an Intermediate form, which
he calls a "dramatisiert® llovelle", Ro&enuerg rejects
en the grounds that a drama which is intended to be
read is a contradiction in Itself. The living artist
must interpret the drama, and the living audience gives
the living art.
But to return to the question, what pre¬
vented Meyer from becoming the dramatist he wished to
tv«_
be, I consider that there are several fa©tor© to be
taken into account. She first is Meyer's uncommonly
slow rate of production, and the lofty Ideals we have
already eons tented on; Meyer realised, no doubt, that
it was not possible for him to achieve what he aimed
at - little short of perfection - in the drama. Had
he been content to fail in his first at empt, and to
proceed from this to higher things, he might have achie¬
ved his aim; but Meyer never failed. His mas not the
nature to support failure. Only after long thought ,
careful consideration and correction did he allow his
works/
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works to leave his hands. Having tasted the tonic ef¬
fect of success, which he describes in a letter to
Rodes 3^berg:
"Es 1st inoalculabel, in welchem Grade ein Rrfolg
. . . das Selbstvertrauen and dadurch auch das Talent
starlet"
and finding his means adapted to his end, Meyer felt
that to attempt a new art would mean the loss of years,
and with his "65 ^erzen" as he put it in 189G, there
was no time to lose. In 1891 he wrote to Wille :
"Auch werde ich air bei dem waohsen&en Wert mei-
nes Lebensrestes dessen Gebrauch, d.h. die Wahl neuer
Stoffe streng iiberlegen -and nur sieheres wahlen,"
Hot until 1 892 , with the consciousness of failing h
health and advancing years, did he admit, however, in
so many words, that his strongest impulse was not the
drama.
The second point, made by Meyer himself,
isithat noone could write a drama who did not live
and move in his mm epoeh. "Jedos Drama hedarf einer
gewissen Aktualitat", he writes, and this, we have
se^n, was not the case with Meyer. To Lingg he writes:
"Heine Belgung mioh zu isolieren ist gross", and sim¬
ilarly to Friedrichs:
"uberdies hahe ich "... meine Beziehungen uber-
all eher gelockert als fester geknupft, am vollstan-
dige Freiheit der Bewegung su gewinnen."
Solitary and devoted he pursued his steadfast course,
along/
1)30 Kov 1681 2) C Sov 1tc3 I) 31 March 1863 -
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along: the path which was to lead hia to his aim:
Grosser Stil, gross© Munat" , hut which was destined
never to reach the draraa,
The third point to be considered is the
character of Merer' s -'ro^e. Gould one nob say that
he is both the author and actor In his works, not to
say the stage-manager also? If one left out the vis-
mlising of his characters and scenes, the plastic na¬
ture of his writing, the gesture, the lighting, - all
in fact, that makes Meyer's work his own, - what value
would the residue have? As Betsy Meyer says:
1)
"Wo ware bei seiner indivlduallen und soharfen
Ausfuhxmig auoh her landsehaftlichei und historischfen
Hintergrunde, Rauia fhd Freiheit geblieben fur die
veraittelnde Kunst des begabten Schauspielers?"
Had Meyer assigned to direct speech the
principal r8le in his Dovellen, the (Iruiaatisation
would have been a very different thing. But when one
by 3R .Woemer
sees the drtuaa-vers ion of Die Riehterin - one of the
most dramatic of Meyer's works, both in structure and
plot - one realises very clearly that the dramatist
visualises differently, that the stage requires a dif¬
ferent technique, that dialogue means every thing, and
is no longer one item in many,
This dramatisation of Die Riehterin puts
aside Meyer's most characteristic touches as stags-
directions or indicates them as by-play, The stage
of/
1) G.F.Meyer in dor Brinn rung seiner Schwester, p.1
6o.
of the hovelie is in the imagination and knows no
hounds as the real stags does. Woerner'o dram&tisation
involves ch ngen In the settings, in order to preserve
some unity of scene; these, in evi ry ease, mmm a loss
of effect. To a reader, provided with minute stags*
directions, and acting as the "inrerlioh Mitepielen&er"
1)
as Groos calls him, Woerner's version is c?ust possible;
for the stage it appears to he an impossibility. Its
effect might be compared to that of a film-version cf
some brilliantly dialogued play, replacing the art of
the spoken word by its shadow.
People often wonder that nothing case of
either Keller's or Meyer's "in Hovolien su verv/axideln-
21)
den Bram&~3»bryonen" , as Storra calls them; but the
fact was that in the Hovelie they had found the true
poetic medium for their genius.
1) Gross, Karl, Der Aesthetische Genuss. Giessen 1^02.
2) Letter to Keller, 13 March 1 '3.
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MEYER'S PTCTORTAI POWER.
Meyer's objectivity was, then, the outcome
firstly of his temperament, and secondly of his aes¬
thetic tenets. Rot natural, hut acquired, he says, is
the plastic sense which he puts into words thus:
1)
"In der Poesie muss Jeder Gedahke sich als sicht-
bare G-estalt bewegen. Es darf kein Raisonnement,
nichts gedankenhaft Beschreibendes als unaufgeloster
Rest ubrig bieiben. Es muss alles Bewegung sein und
Schonheit."
In these words, quoted by his sister, Meyer gives us
yet another clue to his point of view. He shows him¬
self to be a follower of the theories of Eriedrich
Theodor Visoher, and his"Prinzip der bildenden Kunst" ;
quite contrary to Theodor A.Meyer's subsequent theory-
°)
das Sinnliche wird in der Poesie nur gedacht, nicht
innerlich geschaut und besehen",
f
Vischer formulates his theory thus:
*)
"Denn es ist eine ebenso wesentliohe als vielfach
namentlich in der modernen Zeit verkannte Grundbestim^
mung, dass der Dichter das Innere, das er darstellen
will, in Gestalten niederlegen, diese als Trager vor-
fuhren muss." "."Wer dem innern Auge nichts gibt, wer
ihm nicht zeichnen kann, ist kein Dichter." "Der
echte Dichter ist im Vergegenwartigen so stark, dass
wir meinen, seine G-estalten greifen zu konnen."
This theory, that poetry is "eine redende Malerei" has
seldom found a better exponent than C.F.Meyer, in whose
prose and verse we see the principles applied that the
first appeal must be to the eye.
let/
1) Betsy Meyer, p. 16°. °) Th.A.Meyer, Stilgesetz fler
Poesie, Abschnitt X, p.
3)Fr. Th.Vischer, Aesthetik.
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Let us . xumine some of these pictures, not
only fox* the pleasure we get in their beauty, but also
in order to find out wherein lies their power. In
this we aay for convenience folic "die plan of Eein-
rich Viehoff, in whose'Toettk*v/e find an investigation
4*to the poet's Beans of arousing the Isagla&tien.
Meyer imires use of several of the methods
a) which Viehoff distinguishes. Firstly v;e note his re¬
peated use of the frame of doorway or window to throw
into focus the picture which he presents to us. We
amy see the view from a window, or froci so&& height
with the eyes of the characters in the story. Thus
wo see Paris as it appears to Sch&dau:
1)
"den gansen Eta&tteil, etc. User von Dachem, aus
welchen Turaspitzen in den WolJeer^irauel aufragten"
Peseara*© study looks out over the Alps:
;}
"An einea Fencter, dessen BlicA xiber die
von Ibivara und etas schwul daapfendo Sbene hiziseg
die nooh iiorgenklureii Solmeespitsen dee Monte Rosa
erreiohte, sans Poseara imd arbeitete."
Rohan also loves such a view:
H"
lit einer uxnrlllkSrllofcen. freudigen Bev/ego&g
sohritt er dera unduer entgeger, der deut lichen Ilerra
in rasehem Bienstcifer einec tiefen LeJmstuhl neben
das Fenster ruekte, wo dni* Bliele des Rei»emuden slob
an der goldenen Abendir&he seines Barges er<pxieken
konnte. **
The attention of an onlooker attracts our attention
likewise; our point of view is theirs. In the fol¬
lowing/
1} Aoulett p. 69. ;•:) Fesoara p. 17 3) lenatsch p. *' 7.
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lowing passage t?e see the Xing with the eyes cf G-ustel,
locking up as she does truss her lower neat by his side:
"Gust leubel^ing, begem er lehrhaft pre&Igersd,
den Kopf ruckwarfcs an das bolster gedriiokt, so dass
da® voile Klnn alt dea gol&baariger Swlcfcsl vorsprang
•fced &»» soh&lkhafte tdcht der balbgesoiiloaa&mn Augen
auf das lausehcnd i^hohei*# Antlibt des Pagan nieier-
blifczte. •
Just aa Gustel sits at the Xing's jeet, so does Victor¬
ia Solonna sit by the Pope:
?)
"In der wditen heilen Fensteraische ^ener edlen
Yut ikaniwoben Kauuaer, wi deren Dielen und Pea&en
Saffael die Trlmphe des Memoliengeistee verhorrlichtt
sass ein Greis lit .^ossen Sugen und von ehrwurdiger
Ersoheinung. Ex* spraoh bedfiehtig zn deia emporgewea-
deton, ait dunkllblonden Fleohten uawun&eren Hsupto
©ines k'eibesi, das zu seiner; liissen stuss und aiit &tmm
warden utnisohliohen Blut In den Adam ebenso fohon
war ale die Eegriffc des Reohtww unci dex* 'fheologle ,
vie si© der TJrbljmie in herrlichen weibliohen Gestal¬
ien vc-rkorpex*t.'
Here we find the beauty ox Viktcria Coioxmu compared to
a symbolical figure in tn© painting ox a great artist.
It would seeia as if art o*.«e xirot in Meyer's life. A
beautiful landscape he would describe as worthy ©£
Claude Lormin; Pala» appears to U'ulfrin as beautiful
as any angel depicted by ill© hand ox a saiohk in sew© cos¬
tly illuminated psalter, Xorimsa reminds .'leyer ox a
painting:
5)
"Weuig 2'uhlte # stiller© Augen, xreierc Stira, ruh-
igere ITarldcher un& Ltundwinkel, so war es das siisaa
Haupt airier lluse. .
She symbolical 'use of a work oi art as a
parallel/
1 )GustHv Adolf, p. 11 2) Tescara p, 59 3) Gustav
Adolf :. Page p, 39-
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parallel to the characters or the action 01 a scene oc¬
curs again ana again in Meyer's writings. It corres¬
ponds to another or Viehoirs divisions. To take some
examples: the stucco-work on the roox over the heals
oi the two Leuoeixings, and representing the sacrixioe
o±' Isaac oy his lather, shows us symbolically, Deiore
we hear tn« n^«s contained m tne letter, what, is ae-
manlea or the two: August is summoned to follow the
King as a page, even mtu battle. That the Kanzier
should oe lodged in the so-called Scmangensaal o±' the
palace, on whose lour wails were depictea the coats or
arms or the Srorza ana the Vmsconti, - dragon anu snake
intertwined, - is symbolical of the cunflict in the
soul o±' the scheming man. Again, the mural painting
over the gateway, representing two men oouna oy tne
hair, and striving to come to grips with each other,
is symbolical oi' the hatred of two characters in the
unrinished*"Dynas t":
1)
Bine Welle betrachteoen die beiden Staatsleute
aufmerksam die gemalte Grausamkeit. Darin blickten
sie einander betreten an, denn sie hatten wahrgenom-
men, dass die zwei verstrickten aui dem wohl minder t-
jahrigen Bilde durch einen wunderlichen Zurail eine
nicht zu verkennende Ahnlichkeit nicht nur der Haar-
xarbe, sondern auch der Zuge und der Statur, mit ih-
nen seibst hatten. Seltsam, jetxt nahmen auch ihre
Gesichter einen Ausdruck gegens&dtigen Hasscs an."
?)
This is a good example ox what Groos calls inner im¬
itation, and Tn.A.Meyer "der mimische Reiz", ox which
we/
1) Unvollendete Prosawerke, P.77.
Karl Gross, Der esthetische Genuss.
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shall have occasion to speak later,
d) Author means of arousing the attention
of the read -r is by showing the approach of the actors
into the scene by successive stages. Sires, for exam¬
ple , where Hans sees the approach of princes and chan¬
cellor from the outlook tower;
1 )
"7oran in der Abendsoxme ein blitzend ^©wappneter,
der in das Hifthorn stosst. Has war dei* lowenherz.
Hinter ilia ritten seine drei Brudei* und ©in reisiges
Gefolge. Jetst erblick'ieh etwas leuohtend weisses -
den Sohimmel des Eanslers."
e) The attention of several onlookers, con¬
centrated on some object, heightens the interest. The
Richterin stands with Wulfrir at the window ox halmort
and shows him her possessions:
?)
"An einem Fenster von Xalmort, duroh we1ones der
Talgirind mit seinen Tiirmen und Weilern als duftige
Feme hereinsehiamerte, stand die Eichterin mit Wul-
frin and zeigte that die Grosse ihi'es Besitzes."
In the following passage Hans and the Xing look out
from beneath the trees and see the little moorish
castle rising line a fairy palace before their eves:
I)
"Am Wal&sawae stand er unter den tropfelnden Zwei-
gen und lugte , clie Augen mit dei- erhobeiien Reohten
besohattend, unvcrwandt in die matergehen&e Sonne hin-
aus. Ioh hob raieh auf die Zehen und reekte das Haupt
iiber seine Sohulter empor, und was ich erblickte, er-
sohien iair als eine Verblendung and Zauberei, die in
den naehsten Augenblicken serfliessen miisse.*\
Auf einer goldgrunen Wiese stand ein Sohloasehen,
wie ich seinesglaichen wohl im I-Conigreiche Granada
gesehen batte. Is war von hohen glatten Ilauera aus
gelhem Steine wage ben, liber we1c lieu eine kleine blau-
schimiaernde Kuppel tmporstieg und schlardce duakle
3aum/
1 )Heilige p.111. 2)Kiehterin p. 64. 5) Heilige . 79,
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Bauaspitsen ratten, die idh Eypressen genaxmt hatve,
warexi wir mater eiuaa audlielieren gewossa.
Bas aierliche, feste Bawerk war frisck and neu
uni giSrate im letetan liahtu wic oin Xxr*el."
So.ao times we cannot see the object on w
which the attention -of such spectators la riveted.
From their f ees we can guesr at its purport as for
example r the dr-natio and thrilling scene witnessed
"by Sohadau from the window of hie prison in the Louvre.
On the balcony, just ubote hUi, he sees the figures of
the French -ring, his brother the Ihv.e of Anjoti, and
their scheming mother, IC&thcrine o': Me&iei, waiting
grimly there for the hour of the sarisaere of St Bar¬
tholomew co strike:
D
"Lag Fenster hlickte auf die Seine. All©a war
still. Schen wollte ich wieder ins Ceiauch herunber-
spriager, ale Ich aeinrn Flick noch ubor uich rloh-
tete und vor Entsetsen erstaferte*
P.eohts von air, auf sines Baleon des ore ten
Stockwerks, so nahe, dasa ich sie fast axit &er Bend
errsiohen kormt-e, erblickte ich, vesa Mondlieht hell
beieuohtet, drei uber das Geldn^er vorgebeugte, laut-
los launchende Gestalten. Mir sun&ohst der Konig nit
einom Antlita, dosses nieht une&le S-dge die Angst,
die Wiit, tier nahsniac «u einem Holler -usdrmk veraerr-
ten. Kein Fiebertra.ua k&nn oelxrecfcllcfcer sein als
diese firklichkeit. Joist, da ich las langst 7ergan-
gese niedersohreibe, sehe ich den Uascli&en ait den
Augsn dee Oeietse - mod ich sehaudcre. Febeii ikia lefe-
nte sein Broder, er Hersog von Anjoa, salt den ochlaf-
fea, weibisch grauraiacn Gesiehtoken m.3 schlotterte
vor Furcht. Klnter ihcen, bleich und rcgsngsXos, die
Oefasrteste von alien, stand Katkarira, die lledicaer-
in ait halbgeschlossenen Auger end fact gleichgultiger
Miene."
Again, by representing his figures in an
enclosed/
1) Amulett» p. 84.
f)enclosed space, the poet makes his picture more def¬
inite and appealing. For example we have those bril¬
liant groups of courtiers, scenes where gay animated
crouds in festive mood are gathered together, or sol¬
emn listening figures grouped round emperor or judge.
The wedding scene irt "die Hochseit des I'onchs" is
such a one:
v o sich der Sang her Brenta in einem schlanken
Bogen der Sta&i Padua naherfc ohne cliese jedoch au
oeriihren, glitt an einem himralisohen Sontaertage un-
ter gedaaipften Flo tenschad3 sine hekranzte, von feet-
lich Ge leideten uberfullte Barke auf deia 3chnellen
aber ruhigen '.Yasser. Der Ba&uaner hatte sich seiue
Es war die Brautfahrt des Umber to Vioedoiaini
und der Diana Bizzaguerra. . .
The bridge, the centre of the life of a busy Italian
town, is just such another scene; a brilliant assem¬
bly of courtiers, noble ladies, soldiers and merchantf
buying and selling under the brilliant sun of that
southern sky:
21
"Astorre hatte die Brilcke erreicht, v*oldie trots
des £onnenbrandes randvoll war und von den nahen
swei Ufern ein doppeltes *tensehengedrange vor^den
Laden des Florentinere fiihrte. . , Adel und Burger-
schaft suchte sich den Tortritt absugewinnen. Ver¬
neruae Weiber sti-gen aus ihren Sanften und liessen
sich drangen und arucken, urn ein Paar Armringe oder
ein Stlrnband von neuester Mache %\i erhandeln."
The courtiers gathered round gustav Adolf form such
another group, but this time they are described psy¬
chologically rather than in their external appearance:
"tie bildeten in dem engen Eaume einen dichtge-
drangten/
1)Hoehzeit p. 21 2) Hochzeit p. 73. .) Gustav
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drangter. Kreie und sioekten ihrer funfaig Oder sechalg
sein. Die Herrechad ten hielten sieh nieht zn ehrer-
bietlg, reanche soger naehlassig, als ob ale ebenoowe-
slg die Farbe der Scham als die Faroe der Puroht ken-
nten: sohlmw neben fterwag©1®®®, ebrg-eisige neben be-
sohrankten, drones© neben freohe Kopfeii; die Mehrsahl
Lenta, die ihren iSann stell ten, mi mit denen gerech-
3iet weraen nras te."
And then the great closing scene of die Eiehterin" ,
where a great crowd stand shoulder to shoulder, wait¬
ing breathlessly for the decision ox that tall, blue-
cloaked figure with the gleaming eyes, on the affaire
of Steiama, value and Wulf'rins
V
Jetat tue auf das Tor und offne es weiti Aides
Folic tret© ein und sehe und horeT
Da waist© sieh der Strom dureh die Pforte xnd
fullt© den Hsnxra, Die KofiInge soharten sich urn deh
Kaiser, Aleuin and Q-rasiosus unfcer ilmen, wahrend die
Hen■re Kopf an Konf ctand und selbst Tor \md Manas? er-
klomm.ein aiehter und schweigender Areis, in lessen
Mitt© die Gestalt des Kaisers ragte, in langem blauen
lintel, mit strahlenden Augen. Leten ihm Steam und
ihr Kind. For den Dreien stand Wulfrin und spraoh,
den Blick fest una ungeteilt auf Stemma geheftet:
"Jetat richte raich"!
It would ho impossible to separate the
elements of Meyer*n pictures. Already we have noticed
the effects of lighting and atmosphere in the forego¬
ing passages, and the effective use of a simple b&ck-
gr und of sky. let us reek further examples to illus¬
trate these poirto.
JTorone's view of Viktorlas villa in the
Italian garden gives us some idea of such, a picture,
with/
1} Die Riohterin,p. 107.
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with, its vivid eoatrastD of light and shade:
1)
Iter Kanaler v/cn&ctu sich nchauerrd urJ. tsrt wie-
&er an toe F©lister, Er erbiiclct© den einaaaen . chloes
jarten, C -v sich H,mter Bine's we item GewSlbc von BSn-
men 1:. tiefduafelc Fchat ten verlor. Dar liber das blen-
dentie Lichtmccr # tmd his? und sieder ein BrucbsiricJr
der geeaokten Stadtiaauer. Uur in ©i&lger Entferimng
etief? aus deai uppigen Grhn «ui drei Terasscn eire
klein© Villa, isi Wicfcel una von ewei Selten ©leather,
deren Je&e ein Bild lot. «enc nit elnesa Turaflwa endi-
dies© in elnera weintmrsnindenen S&ulengang vest*-
leud'end."
So too, when tin King looks over the ootartyurd of his
palaee hM seiwi hit chancellor at work by lamplight:
?)
*
:'c.i dem glsichafiKsigcn nilden Sebtiiie einer
grleehiBOhen Aapel sehriob er onem-iudet, '-c loco cier
KSfaaig, w&Bn «? sror xumxl'ir^ta Sohl&f atsfftdir, iiber den
Hof himveg don fur ihn una das Eeieh Sorgenden er-
bltoken 'comte,"
'.leyer'ig pictures arc often strisingly lighted. Bright
sunlight ho loves for its warmth, colour and strong
shadows, moonlight for its "Stiawmg", its atmosphere
and pallor; efinally he loves the illuminations of
feasts and the bushier lights of men's homes. Of him¬
self wo -re told: "Je&es fruhe Xichteransuiidei?. dunkte
ihre ein ifest" ; from bis house by Lake Zurich the
light streams out over the water in a broad shining
pathway; or, on summer evenings, when the let© "beat
comes from the town, the path leads fro.i the boat to
the shore, "und wandert auf dem Sehwung der Flut,
gebrochenen Lettem glelolu"
As in life Meyer had a feclin , for light, so toe in
his/
1} Pesoara p. 117. ?}Der Ileilige, * w4.
V
lights/'
hlo art; sometimes they are glaring, sometimes flieJc-
A
eriiig, -alio rtain lifer the men they illuminate, often
idyllic, the light of candle and of beautiful Carpel.
Yhl" use of lighting and atmosphere we see
in MeyorTs pictures of interiors; in Jenatsch ve have
a wonderful description of " cool darfe interior, whose
doors suddenly open or: to a blaze of southern sunshine -
the wineshop of Zovenz Fanseh:
1 )
"D s sohcnale Gemach lag jetst im HalMttnkel, nur
lurch sin hoohgelegenes Run&fenster uber der lur arang
ein rollichor, von goldnen StSubchen durohspielter
Sonnenstrahl in seine glefe un blitzte in den aufge-
roihtcn, fein geschliffenen Eelehsn und funfeelte in
dea Purpurweine, welohen -.Leister Lorena deia in sien
Vertleften unaufgofordert vergesetat h&tte."
2he host continues his conversation with his gueats,
until, peeping through the door, he is aware of the
approach of Keracr Rohan:
2)
"Per Kerzog 1st in Anssuge. "Tit diesen Worten
stiess or beide Fliigel weit auf. Sex- durdcle Stein-
ralu.en der fair urasehios* ein Blld voll Farbenglana,
Leben und Sonne.
Ii:i Yordergrund "nxrden ebon as den Ringen der
landungsti'eppe sv/ei mit zierllohen Schnitawerfee und
wallenien Foderstr&us :*en geschmuofete Gon&eln befes-
tigt. 2wolf Junge Gondoliers and Pagen in Rot und
Gold, die Farben des Eersogs gefeleidet, blieben soar
Hut der Fahrzeuge aoxf dem von der Manor groin beschat-
teter. ""amis zuruefe vxsd feoirzten eioh in den Gondeln
exit allerlel Sobers trnd Beclcerei die Gelt. Die Harr-
z-chaften waren ausgestiegen und batten sioh die $rep-
pe hinauf naoh dem hellen Platze vor d»r Kirche fre&e-
ben. Hier staaden ale nooh, die Sohonheit der Faa-
sade bewundernd UBd leshaft besprechend."
Yery often we are shown a little group of two or three
figures/
1) Jenatsch p. 125 2) Jenatsch p. 129.
figures, seated at table, it way be, in some beautiful
spacious interior, the light gleaming on dark wood, on
crystal, and on the pictures looking own from the
wallsi
1}
'Zv. spater Abendstunde sagsen der General und der
Kandidat en einer reichberetaten und ylfinaend erleu-
chteten runden Te.fel rich gegen'uber in einem gerau-
s:i-i*en Sanl, lessen hel":e Ptuokwande rait .rater., in 01
gew&lten Sehlachtenbil&ern "oedeekt waren."
\* ertariiller treats his guest right royally, but it is
*
the spiritual treat which appeals most to the young
pastor:
2)
*lr erzahlte von se inert Fahrten in Griechenland,
er ruhmte die ITaturwahrhel ttder T^uidschaften und der
Meerfarben in der Odyssee, er liess die edlen •and
masevollen Formen eines hrllerischen Tempers vor den
Augen. des entsuokten Aandidaten aufsteigen - kur*, er
maehte ihn glickllob."
Wertsnil3 er could do what ""dyer also excels in doing -
he could censure up a vision through his words.
the little dinner-party in. the richly
furnished interior of Fortune.tor Spreober'n house it
described with all the Jor in detail of the Dutch
paintersthe table with its gleamirt- silver end fine
Yenitian glass, the carved panelling of the walls, the
great stove in the corner, with the story of Abraham
on its tiles; but not only the still-life, hut also
the family seated round the table is described with
all the detail of a portrait from the hand of a Van
jDyck/
i }Der fiftVlHISa vmrt ria-n r/-„. -i . .
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Dyclc or Frans Hals. Especially that of Amentia:
V
"ihr kin&liehes iCopfohen, das auf einem liohten
liaise uber uea blauen fuchklelde und den von ihrcr
Matter -eerbten Hollanderspitsen &es durehsiohtigen
Flugelkragens sebwebte. . .die welobe Eundung das
helien Fesielites, dor damit uberelnstlmaenie sanfte
Glass llirer unter Xangen blonden Wimpera and ange-
nehm ge lookten Ifearen hervorleuohtendon Augeniiaawtchten
oinen Rindruek von befriedigter Ruhe. . . welohe Kerrn
Waser an die ailberne Luna er inner te, wie sie sich in
den Jrlaren v'/assern des Ziircher Sees spiegelt."
In Jenateoh t however, aithough we find much that ia of
beauty, we feel that the style is nob yet that of che
writer of ITovellen as we know him in his later works,
fhe course of the tale might be compared to the Jour¬
ney taken by Waser, over from one vail y into another,
from the Swiss side of the frontier to the Italian,
through many villages, and meeting many types and in¬
dividuals through many and varied adventures, delight¬
ing in descriptions and details. The concision which
became Meyer's greatest quality is not vet visible in
this romantic and stirring tale.
Fhe group of pictures which we might term
'Auf Goldgrand , shows us the value of a simple back¬
ground us a foil to the figure represented:
"Trnbschl rief der Moiling, das Haupt in die Hohe
riohtend, vt Palma atand und das helltonig© GlocSs-
Irin cog. Sie hatte l&nge aux der Wendeltreppe ge-
sauat and aua den Lmken nuch dew ihr vorenthaltemn
Bruder suruckgeblickt. In der wditen Bogeneffnung
des von den ersten 3onnenstr^hlen vergeIdeten Formes
wiegte sich ein lichtes Geschopx auf dem klingenden
Morgehhimmel. her Hofling sah einen lautenden Engel,
wie/
1)Jenatsch p. 3?9. 2) Riohterin p. 59.
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Yfie ihn etwa> in der zierlichen Initial® eines Icostbaren
Psalters ein farbehknjn&iger Monch abgebildet
Here again Meyer chooses art as his simile, and com¬
pares natureevrith the work of man's hand.




Yor der Sohwelle der letaten ICamraer hielten s4e
stille, denn die junge Antiope aaes am Fenster.
Sein in den Urarias aires i'leeblattn endigender
Be,ten war Toller Abendglorie, welch® die liebreisende
Gestalt iai H&Xbhreise von^Brust su Facie":, umfing.
Hire serssaust® Ilaarhrone ahnelte den Spitzen eiiies
Dornenkranzes unci die sehiaachten&en linen ochlnfften
den Illmmel."
In the following passage Uatnre reflects the thoughts
of Palna, and Meyer through the parallel conveys to
the reader's mind the emotion of the girl's heart.
2)
"Palm nog sich schmollend in den aussersten
BurgwiiiJfcci zuruek, eiiie Halbrande Baste i, die, ein
?sar Stufen tiefer ale der Hof, uber dem senlcreohten
Abgrunde ragt®, duroh v/elohen die Bergflut in unge-
heurem Gturze zu Dale fiel. Sie setste sich neben
die liauer der Briisturg, blichte, den Aru vorgestutat,
in en bohneeweissen Giseht hinein, der ihr siit sei-
nea feinen Hegen die Bang® Jcuhlce, mid horte in dea
Tuiffulte der Tiefe nur wieder den Jubel und die Un-
geduld des ei .-enen Hers®us."
This is very often the rSle assigned by Meyer to na¬
ture. Fortuna bus Spreciu&r bells as:
3)
"wir wissen aus Tito Livlo unci huben auch hier
die Brfahrung otter gemaoht, d&ss die Fatur mii der
Geschichte in geheimem Zusaa^eahang steht, gros-se
Bdgebenheiten vorausfuhlt und ait ihren Sehreckniesen
anfcundigt und begleitet.'
Turning now to the pictures which Meyer
gives/
1 )Hochzeit p. 98 2) Eiehierin p. 62" ) Jenatsch p.334
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Sires us of the Alps, we find that they ere no longer
•chose ci an idyllic world of shepherd*; aM herds, such
as vrs find In the ox his predecessors and
contemporaries; it is a new conception, a grander one,
of the heights, full of atmosphere, convincing, satis¬
fying, such as •-*•© find also in the pictures of Giovan¬
ni Segontini, der .'ialer der Jloheaiurt" , uo Frtuat Ser-
vaes calls him, before whoso vibrating, ,;l«c.aiiig, light-
bathed heights we stand silent as before the real ores,
fillet: with a sense of u-o aini reverence. lleycr and
Segantinl seem t be ititi w.tely related, less perhaps
because they chose the same motives for their works of
art - Seg&atin!Tk ideals of love and work are more re-
alneocent of Keller than of Feyer - than because they
both possess, in a very marked decree, though in — dif¬
ferent medium, the gift of plastic expression. The
strange figures with -&h±en Heyer sosetiaos peoples
his landscape, in"Lie Riahterim, for exas'aple, remind
us too of Cegantini's imaginative denizens of the
heights:
rL
&ine . olfce. sebwebte ufcei* do; w-iuuen Cipfoln,
ohne sic su berubren, ei» hiasalieches Feet mit l«r.&-
ta& rich wandelnuea Geatalteu. Eier hob sieh ein
Arm ait einea; Fecr.er, dert neigten Frerode Oder Lie-
ben&e oieii eimn&ei tu und lcise Jclang eine Xuftige
Harfe.ralma legte den Finger an den 'Fund. "Still ,
flus tor te s ie, ' Ins s inl ue 1 ig« .
fhese/
1 ). ichterin p. 5<-.
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i)
are symbolie like the figures in "die Holle der Wollus-
tigen , where Ha antlr-i depicts a buddfcist legend: con¬
demned to wander on dreary snow-fields, the figures of t
those who liaro led sensuous lives hover, ghostly-* ale,
over the bleak plain, here tree-trunks rise fantastic¬
ally out of the white snow. if the fantasy reminds of
Meyer, still more so does the wonderful beauty of the
shining summits on the golden background ox the evening
sky.
Here is a Swiss landscape, seen by doaadau
on his return to that country of religious freedom:
?)
"Line we its frlcdliche landsshaft lag in der lior-
gensonne vor unr aurgcbreltet. Zv. unserr Fusscn leueh-
teten die Seen von Neuenburg, Murtsn und Blelj welter-
hln dehnte sich <- frischgrune Hoehland von Pryburg
rait selnen schonen Hugelllnien und dur.uleii aldsauaen;
die eber R&eb entschleiemden Hochgebirge bildetsn den
liouten Hintergrand.
As in a picture, it has foreground, middle distance, and
b
background, in perfect symmetry. It io a scene suoh
as Meyer loved.
Janatooh cont ins many such wide prospeots,
of which the following, framed in an arch of rook, is
typical:
5)
"Sort ist Sondrio , sagte Agostino au 4cm jetat
wieder an seiner Seite schreitender ?,aser und wles
«uf eine italienlsohe Stadt wit sohlmweraden Pal listen
una Turscen, die dem aits der E in ode osraenden vie ein
Feenaauber duroh den dun ler Ha.-men dec i el: tore eut-
gegenlaohte."
Here/
?} alkv r Art Gallery, Liverpool. ")Amulet, $1.
Here is a Swiss lake scene, this time full of the at¬
mosphere of the southern cantons: (Comersee)
1)
"Paid erreichten sir den belebten Landungsp1atz
seines rordlichen Andes. Kuhl hauchte ilinen die
blaue, vom Geflatter heller Segel belebte Flut entge-
hen. Die Bucht war mit Schiffen -efullt, lie gerade
ihrer Ladung entledigt waren. 01, Wein, rolie Deide
und andere Erz-eugnisse der fetten L rabardei warden
zoiii Transport uber das B-ebirge auf Barren -and auler
reladen. Der Plata vor der grosser steinernen Ber¬
ber.;e hot den^Anblick eines bunten larktes .it seinem
betaubenden Larm und frohlichen G-edrange. . .
In the following passage, we have a des¬
cription of the Alps again but this time personified,
having some sort of personal relationship to the sky
against which they st nd out:
?)
"Die (Palma) deutete auf eir mujestatisehes Cchnee
rebirge, das ihnan gegenuber sich entwolkte. Seine
verklarten Linien hoben sich aui dera lautern Him el
rein und zierlich, docb ohne Scharfe, alg y/ollten ale
ih.'" nlcht ritzev aw verwarden. u, . .
Similarly ir this autumn landscape:
3)
Die ersten Page der lese v ren die sclionsten des
Jahres gewesen. Eine warme Fohnluft hatte die Schnee-
berge arid den Schweizersee auf ihre Weise idealisiert,
die Reihe der einen zu einem einzigen stillen, rossen
Leuehten verbunden, en andern mit dem tiefen und
kraftigen I arbenglanze einer sudliehen Meerbuoht iiber-
gosson, al: geluste ale eine bacohische Landschaft,
ein Stuck Italien, iVber die Alpen zu versetzen."
The 'snowflakes that fall at the beginning f the story
of "Der Heilige", are also endowed with the power of
desire - theddesire to wrap the world in a quiet man¬
tle of white. Hans is approaching Zurich:
"Langsam/
1 'Jenat«oh nn 2) Riehterin 7? ,). chu s . 1 :•
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1)
"Langsam fallend decfcte der Sehnee das blache Feld
-und die Dacher vereinselter Hofe reehts and links von
der Heerstrasse, die aus den wariaen Ileilbadern an der
Limmat naoh der Reichsstadt Zurich fuhrt. Diehter und
diohter schwebten die Flocken, als v..oil ten rle das
leiche Morgenlioht auslosohen and die elt stille zoa-
chen, V/eg und Steg verhullend and das Wenige, was da-
iaauf sieh bevsregte."
The last three examples can be grouped together under
another heading. They show us the poet feeling, as it
were, the inner meaning of a landscape, seeing an action
of nature as a psychological process. They throw a new
light on the problem of Meyer's attitude. It is as if
he himself entered into the being of the mountains or
the spring, or the lake; from his own personal exper¬
ience he lends them desires and wishes. This is what
Groos calls "innere ITachahmung", and the process is
assisted by personifieation. This form of empathy,
this "Einfuhltog" is, we would maintain, a very vital
part of Meyer's art and technique; here we see it in
its elementary stage.
The passage from Groos will illustrate this
poirjt:
"fir erleben . . . auch die psychischen Zustan&e,
die wir clem ruhenden Objekt auf Grund seiner Ausdrucks-
haltungen Oder seiner an Ausdruekshaltungen erinnernden
Formen ernstlioh oder spielend zusehreiben ale ob es
unsere eigene psychischen Zustande waren."
The personification in these and similar examples is
what Groos calls "Ein Ausstatten des Gegenstan es mit
hotteren/
1) Der Heilige p. G?. ?} Karl GroosAesthet. Genuss p,26
hoheren geistigen Inhalten.-' IPeyer cL >oeeo this foixi
of resenUxtion to replace a sialic; it m.':es again
for concision and brevity, involving in each case an
act, not a thing, a verb, not a noun,
Hot only is beyer aware of this process
within himself, but he knows how to set it in motion
within his reader, he sees it, too, working; in the char¬
acters of his stories, be have several striking exam¬
ples of such empathy.
1 >
Die Jlenge . . . begnu te nieh jetst, das Auge
noch geblen&et von dem Glahse Ant lopes und den Verrat
Oc louche;: luirell'^h ..ph mluhegf hiuhl. ier h^druckter;
eir; mi tic id 1 e; "Arae I ArraoteJ I *'aer Oeppferte I su-
suzaurmeln.
. )
Der ICanslcr setste diese Sscne fort: jeden Wort
der Swie-;espraches wiederholte aich in neiaem Chr, ur.cl
nelbst Jcle ienc und bebar-Ie desr-felbon blidot, sicb
at; jn sejnen yid, n^wa^>- .jr. seinen Ifluffkelp fort."
!j „
ache air das Vergmigen, I'agon, and resitiere sie
air" , saute der "onig, welcher, reit Fami1 ienverluste
. . . aein Leben s hwer gemacht, sioh der k aiisohen
-Huso an enthalten pfle -te, deu die la.—cxh ..cln '-.bcr
,;bh,^ .fesfri.
den e-r einst gern xa slch ;elitten and • n dessen : as¬
hen er sioh ergotst hatte."
In these examples, we would maintain that 1 eyer fulfils
4)
the demands of fh.A."leyer, that poetry should appeal to
the vital sense. What he does for 'is reader, 1 e find
sauced up in his own words; Arlost reads his works to
Don Guilio, .he blinded prince:
"Bineo Wages aeg er ouch besehriebene Eollen aus
der Tasehe and begann ;ait vohllautender Stira e, Strophe
nach/
1) "oehzeit, p» 116. ?}! escara, p .115- ) Leiden, p."'4.
4) ?h. A. Meyer, Stilgeset2 der "Poesie, P.2G0.
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r,aeh htrophe, .cllo. c.a:,lr,r0-:qn hwgt-die. iu.rrlle' -
.r.re.,l?.;-?.u Aide:.. ed led tr i: Bon lulllos
Ohr tonen au lassen, bin sich mch und nach das Durtkel
heller farbte, un3 in der entzuokten Beele dee Blin&en
einc Sonne aufging."
He who can do t is surely appeals to the whole man, and
sets in motion more than mere1: the imagination of his
reader.
:: y- .* s plas?xc s ■ hse .
Comin; now to the descriptions which Heyor
gives us of a single figure, or some small group in a
beautiful or significant pose, we gain still further
light on the question of Yeyer's attitude. The human
body In the beauty of its individual parts - hand, foot,
eye, neck, arm; - i. its movements, its rhythm, balance,
harmony; in posture and in gesture, means more to Yeyer
than to most writers. His plastic sense is extraordin¬
arily developed, and his close ohserv; tion makes us
marvel. Artistic beauty is the chief char ctcristic
of many of these plastic groups, and us things of beau¬
ty they rem in impressed upon the reader's tind and
memoty; in still more, ho* ever, vc have a subtle char¬
acterisation/
81 .
aoterisation , an indirect information as to the mind
1 )
and soul of the character portrayed, he Corrodi puts
it:
"So war G.F.Meyer wie wenige bewusst, daas eine
Hand nicht nur am ICorper hangt, sondern von einea G-e-
dahfcen beschwingt sein learn.**
Meyer, like Dante, had the aptitude of fixing the state
X ike /
of the soul in an exterior gesture, and Michel Angelo
found art expression for muscular activity of the human
frame which forced the onlooker to experience the ac¬
tion in himself. These great artists take possession
of the physical frame no less than of the mental qual¬
ities, of the muscles no less than of the imagination.
Just as the muscular position of the "body in speaking
will alter the timbre and quality of the voice, accor¬
ding to the theories of Rut2 and Slevers, and will con¬
vey different impressions to the hearers who inwardly
share the physical sensations of the speaker, so too
the reader of Meyer is made to share the feelings and
actual physical state of the personage in the hook, to
enter into the very being- of fountain, lake or snow-
clad summit.
It would seem as if the simplest movements
of the human body caught the attention of the poet,
and revealed to him hi e character and the thoughts of
men. He sees them rise from a seat or sit down; he
sees/
i } Hdu&wd 1 f! P 'aew>n vir * <» 1011
sees the poise of their walk, of their descending or
mountain stops, and the most ordinary action becomes a
thing of plastic beauty, or shows us what manner of man
this is. Victoria's pose in reading, "die helose Stirn
in den gefalto ten Handen" , or the near-sighted Gustav
Adolf, "tief auf ein Quart-band yebuckt" ; Askanio's
pose of writing:
1)
"Dieser zog Ts.felefc.en und Stift herror, liess sich
auf das reohte TCnie nieder und schrieb, das .ebogene
lirike als Pult gebrauchend;
or it may be two men conversing:
2 ) ' ••
ar ruokte mit rascher Bewegung zwei Stable, und
jetzt gassen sie sich gogenubor, : 'orone mit vorgebog-
enem I.eib und Kiiie, wahrend der Feldherr nachlassig
zuruoklehnte' -
• .11 these examples illustrate this point. The post? of
slumber is beloved of all artists, but especially, it
would seem, of the Renaissance period. Keyer,following
them,gives us many beautiful examples. The stone bench
in a courtyard or in an Italian garden, with its trim
hedges and playing fountains*, is a charming resting-
place ;
5)
"Auf einer Steinbank iia Hofe erblickte er zwei
Ruhende, einen voia Wirbel zur Sehe gepanzerten blut-
jungen dermanen und einer: reiser: S&razenen, £er
hingestreckte Deutsche hatte seinen schlummernden rot-
blonden ICrauskopf in den Schoss des sitzenden Unglau-
bigen yelegt, der, eoenfalls schlummerad, mit seinem
sohneeweiseen Barfee vaterlich auf ihn niederblicfcfee."
"Seine Schritte fuhrten ihn in ein weites Rondell,
v;o /
)Hochi^eit ■ (3 • ) esoa.Lv , . • '
"S Rochzeit p. S
4)Peeoara, p. 1•
Px
wo das liebliehste Halb&uhkel herrschte, and in lessen
:.titte ein Brum.en seine sehiu erode Scheie wit einor
langstua etromenden Flut dure', slohtlg mid elnrehlafernd
vereehleierte. Vler breite J&irtaorsitse tan&en im Ua-
Icreifio. ituf eineu derselben, descen lehne tswei Sphiaxe
bildeten, schlumuerte der Fel&herr, das Haupt liber die
Brust gesenkt.
Some tines it is a more theatrical gesture
that claims our attention:
- \
< j
"Jetat erhob sich Victoria nu ilireis ,;ansen stclzen
Y'uehe unci jrtreckle don herrXicfcen Arm, von welchem der
Aroel auriicki'iel. -jeo K den 1 euchtenden Him el und
sekwur: Fie gel ore ie:. einea aeden , bei den re inert
Strahlen dieser Sonne!
*
The artist's eye r. reciates such beauty of detail:
2)
"Bedlich will ioh das Kreus tragen alien Seh-
nen und Erafren dieser melner Arrae! end sie hob die-
nelben lei"enscho.ftlieh, als trli :e sic eg schon. r-o
dass die Arwel der Xutt e und des lleades we it auruck-
fielen. Da betraohtete ioh Pogrio r.••cads', ala ein
Florentine!' der tea bin, die schlank-::rSLf11 -eh ISti&chen-
arae ait kunstlerischeTergnugen.
lb;re is a scene as in Schiller* s**Tauoher:
*
: j
"Da sal cr Bib ode-r Elbin tauclien. Es wchvawm
we is 9 is Stroma, ein Backer, schim. erte unci jetst hob
der blaafee Arm ein. Klfthorn in die Ilohe, das der .lend
vers llbc rte*.
The human body in some act of muscular ac¬
tivity has a strong appeal to Meyer, The balancing or
carrying of some load reveals the lastic beauty of the
frame. Here again e note the porer of inner imitation
aroused i-'.tihe reader by the ; luetic description of the
'?oefc, Thus he sees how an artist has depicted such a
scene, or: the altar let-ore of the convent in "Plautus";
the/
1} escara, . 1: 5 ) Plautus, .31 ichterin p. 94
the knee showing its outline through the folds of the
draperies- "die derb ira Gewande sioh abaeichnenden Xhle'
- and then shows us Gertrude in reality,be ring the
cross, and sinking beneath its weight:
1 I
Sie sohritt wit Jceuchendem Busen, iirnaer nie&riger
-and lan&saaser, als hafteten und voraelten ihra nakten
Fusse im Erdboden. Sie strauohelte ein wenig, raffte
sioh susaaiuen, strauohelte wieder, sank ins iinke dann
auf das reohte Knie und wollte sioh ait ausserster An-
strengung v/ieder erheben. Jetat lost© sieh das linke
Hand vom reuse und trug, vergestreekt, auf den Boden
gestemmt, eincm Augenblick die ganze Kbrperlast. Dann
knickte der Arm in Gelenk und braeh zusamsen" . « ,
- as much reality in the description as in any famous
Kreus tragungV
Here is Palma, coming towards her brother,
carrying a brimming goblet:
"Diese, die inswisohen den Beoher gefullt hatte,
elite ait klopfendeai Iter sen und lexiohtenden Angen ihn
zu, obwohl sie vorsiehtig schritt und den V.'ein nicht
verachut ten durfts."
Another favourite pose of the artist is
that, of the water-carrier:
-- ^
I
"Wahrsnd V.'aser diese noch nie gesehautc freie
Fiille (der v.elnlaube) bestaunte, crschien eine leiohte
Gestalt in der Tore, und^als sie ana dexa griinen Schat-
ten trat, war es ein schones noch mSichenhaftes Y.eib,
das einen 1-Crug zua Wasserholen rul dem Kopfe trug.
Der nakte Arm stutzte leicht das auf den dicker, farau-
nen Flechten ruhende Gefass, sie |jewegte sich in
schwebender Aniaut wit gesenkten Wimpern heran ,
Here we are the straw-carriers with their
fragrant, light burden:
"Hun aogen eines Cages vor den ergotzten Augen
der Ferraresen ein Dutzena Bauers von Pratello in
ihrem/
1) Plautus p. 26 ?) iehterin 55/6 3)Jei^a'tsch 57
') Angola Borgia p. lnr.
i*:re • Festgewaad, die Sohulter sit Garten des Xcinsten
■and glanzendsten Strobes hela&er, emsthalt (lurch die
Stranger* Fcrrnras rncfe den Kerkern iat Schlcss© . . *
In such plastic a;].-sals to the vital sense
of the reader, we would maintain that Meyer fulfils tie
demands of Iheodor A. Meyer, when he says:
"Sind irur die Seelenaiis tan&e fasstar and durch-
sichtig lib* unoer Ecapfinden, die Zusamenliah<& awis-
cheii ausserer una innerer V.'elt and ewischen den eiii&ei-
»©n oaenten des Seelenproaeeses relber naturwahr, fol-
rerichtic d:- durum iifjereei naohfuiiienden VeretSaSLnis
vinleuobtend, so hefinden wir uns auf .cm Boden echter
Dichturr*.-4 . .
1 ; lb*;. .lleyer t : til peseta der ""oerrie, ,?A0/1
VIC TORIAT T-kVVUkGV.,
Cleverer and subtler, however, than even
these beautiful descriptions which we have quoted, are
these in which one word, one figure of speech, summons
up the picture ~ ellipsis, synecdoche, metonymy - these
are the nerve of Meyer's style, * All art does but con¬
sist in the removal of surplusage', says Walter rater,
and figurative language is a means to this end. The
figure of speech has as its aim economy: economy of
space in the prose, economy of atlention in the reader.
The simile Is of vuijje when it increases
the force of a passage through economy, when it gives
a picture instantly res/1 i -eA , and produces the full ef¬
fect desired. The metaphor is superior to the simile
in the greatereeconomy it achieves, its brevity and f
force. Metonymy, giving the concrete for the abstract,
calls up a more specific image, while synecdoche, re¬
placing the whole by its part, has the advantage of g
giving a more convenient, more accurate presentation of
an idea, suggesting more readily a picture.
Of all these figures Meyer, the "Tacitus
cf the Movelle", males use. Oxymoron and ellipsis
find their place too in the work of one whose chief
aim was to give quintes enoe i dialogue, to achieve
brevity/
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breritj' , *r.& whose outstanding quality as a writer
was the power to visualise, 'the essence of all style".
The abstraot is made concrete, given shape
and beauty, and appears helore us in palpable form. We
see "die strahleado Amrei des Geistss", "dee Gespenst
dsr besinaea&ea Grausastteeit" , 'das Aedaserhaapt seiner
sehlismsten Tat" , "die ~csialic Graus&mkeit" /"den Wp-
ri ■?;: einer Sat"; ro see conscience "sioii in ein Bild
od»r elncn Ton. Terkorpernd'; men*a days take shape:
"Allaahl ieh schlich sioh dua Gestern ai ihn heran ,
~Seine v*go ercohiene: ihm urtcr dor flesfalt dieser b
bloiohen Ja:-i -and Finch! dureh tine unstete dote; '
they may even east their shadow: "dreissig komseja&e
Kriegs^ahre warfen Ihren Achatten vor sioh her".
Feeling takes shape: "das gestaltete Ge-
fuhl , and the ring in the story is also "eine neue
fovui dee Schieksals". The Ariabruster seen before him
the figures of King and Primes, as he tells his story;
he does not think of the abstractions, betrayal and pen¬
itence: "Ich erhlieke vcr mir ein blutiges, totes haunt
and den gegeisselten Fucker seines Konigs." Hatred is
personified: "as Oearena& ihrer gestor'benen Liebe trat
als blasoe Fein&scn&ft owisohen sis; adventure also:
"Ber Koto Id dee Abenteuers t der sioh . . „ ihia a-ftf den
llaohen gesetzt hatte". . . Thoughts and wishes take
shape/
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shape, loyalty is personified, betrayed: "Sie sobritt
uber die emeuchelte Staatsrtreue" ; publicity also:
"Trots diesem Eefehle team dem verv/egenen Jangling: so
ungeheuerlioh vor . „ . dass er der schamlosen Offent-
lioWteit der italisnischen Veraohwornag ein leichtes
Cewand usrwarf." . . . Freedom is "das nettleschenkte
Sonmmlicht" , haste hecomes "die eilenaen Fosse".
Personification we see too in "die selil&ziken Wendungen
einer glucllichen Form", and in the well-known passage
In Pescara: "Pie swei vor dem Bilde Stehen&en eaipfanden
die Sohonheit . . . nioht mit der Socle, sondera mit
den fainen Fingerspitaen des Kuni tgefuhls.'
It is by the figure contained in one word
that Meyer achieves his greatest economy and originality
of effect. Thus his similes are often contained in an
adjective: lenzfrisch, tannenscblank, walddunirel,
baumlang, fackelhell, nebelfeucht, Iinsenschlank -
these are some of them; his peraonificatio: is oft a
made through- the verb: "das Echo entsetate sioh und
versturante," "ein Schreoteen versteinerte die GesellsohaftT
We -^ind personification also in one adjective, or in
an adverb: "bei der teensober Ampel", "das Pulvervvb li¬
chen sohwebte hartnaetei.v" , "ein tiutwilllves Lersv:oli¬
chen" ,
Meyer's similes and metaphors also involve
for/
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for the most part movement, action, or a gesture.
Public opinion, "ho.ftet nioh an deiner Soiile wie eine
heulende ileute" ; Aaeanios speech is "eine Jener f&rbi-
gen Ceifenblasen deren dor lustige mehr als eine tag-
licli von den Lippen in die I/uft jarte." The story be-
ooaos a swaying balance, a favourite metaphor if layer'
"Dante fur sein Tel? lachelte sum ereten und ein-
aigen Mai an diesem Abende, da er die beiden Frauen
so heftig auf dor Fchange 1 seines Marohens eich wie-
gen Bah' .
Similarly in the following passages: "Glaubt ihr denn,
dass ein einaelrer Mann, and ware er Gustov Adoli, so
schwer in der Sehlckealswa^e der Welt wiege? '*en
werfen wir in die Wa^schale gegcn Peseara? Ich will
meinen ganzen personlichen Mnfluss in die Ka&sahale
werfen.
The following, too, involve an action:
Hans alludes to his misdeeds, murder and broken vow -
"Ein bexlccktes V.apron lag reehts unci eine aerris3cne
Suite links hinter mir am Wege. The influence of one
man upon another i expressed in the action of moulding
"Er ist . . . die gedaldige Waehspuppe in den Aorm.eno.en
H&nden seiner burgundisohen Soflinge dort donate
und bildete er mit seinen geschickten Fingern die Bi-
schofe . . . wie geschmeidigen Ton ; and two of
Meyer's most striking aiet phors:
"tTberall sehe ich nichts als totiohte Larven,
Hohlheit/
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Hohlheit, Keid una 2:iehtigk»it , . . nirgen&s cine rein-
liehti Staple wo iden :.■ .igs hirx'-etsen kbunte,
ohne ihn su besehmutzen" ,{Angela Borgia, ;. 11b);
and ' Aueh w r seine Katur von jenem Staiil, der aus den
Steinw&nuen der ilra^agiiehkeit iiaaer wieder die hallen
Fttnken der Hoffnung ueraussohlagt." :« enatsoh,P.24).
A person may incorporate some physical
quality; Gasparde Is "die Sehlanke ; the nuns in the
tale, die sanfte XIo8 terauiiiebong , are "die Kohe" ,
"Die Braune ; or it may be some moral quality, some
abstraction; hzzelir is "die verhbrperte Gerechtigkcit"
Amtiope "die lie be Unsohuld", ana Angela is addressed
by Guilio as ' geliebtes Ungluck"; "dieser schone Frevel"
1b what Strozzi calls lukrezia Borgia; the Jesuits in
das lei'. en eines Knaben ere incorporations of "ge-
t&usehte Habgier mid entlarirte Schnrkerei ; Fausch is
"die lebendige- Tageskronik -and 1rem&enliote Tenedigs";
the Xanzler is "die Wozrne und leisheit des Xonigs, die
Bewunderung und dor Held der horaannen^. der Hass und
der gehelme I'ehreoken der Sachsen" ; to Hans he is
"dieser lebendige Fabel".
'oyer*n personification sometimes is synec¬
doche 1 and ^ivesto the whole ti e qualities o, its com¬
ponent parts, as for example when he speaks of "die




"clie aufgeregte Oasse stritt sich . fhio is an effec¬
tive artistic touch. Or he say give to the part the
qualities of the whole; as exemplified in the follow¬
ing quotations: "Sie war der Gutter auf tea rgten
Zehen hachgescJlichen"Ascanlos sratvillige Idppen
erst.nonten" , "ait rasender Ferse" , "Eraahle, Hans, rief
der Chorherr ait aitternder Lebendlgkelt", "It ®aoh-
denkllohen Brauen" ,"iait serstrouten Fingern" .
.leyer's metaphors, too, oay be spjaeedochal,
as in the fol" owing passages: "Saint Simon . , . 1st
das lauscheade Ofcr, das spahende huge . . . und die
geubte land", "Ich segne den Him&ai, dass ich in Zu-
kanft nichts raehr zu schaffen babe rcit den groben F
Faustc n der Schweizer, den langen Fingern des Kaisers*
and den spariischer leuehlerbarder"Fur iet es dien-
lich, aas diesor An?icht dureh eine geschicfcte Hand,
eix.e uberzeugende Gestr.lt un& dure}' eine velaufxfee Zun-
ge eine fur ganz Italien ver tandliche Sprache gegeben
erde.
The synecdochal descriptions are tvr.ong the
»aost striding of IleyerJLs effects. ?he Kanzler in"Der
Heillge", whose costly raiment had always boon a sign
of his office, and who, when offered the Bishopric, had
raised a fold of hie purple robe, with ironical gesture
so dass die zuruckgebogenen Schnabel seiner koatliehen
Schuhen/
Sehuhetf siehtbar warden* , saying to Mans: "Brgner, be-
sehaue dir einmal den fceiligen Mann appears to us in
the following chapter in very different guise:
~Er trug ein grobes, liarones Gevrnna, and die
"chen seir.es nakten, auf Sandalen mn&einden Fusses
•1 anaten unter der dunklen Mills fervor wie ein Stuck
Elfenbe in."
Astorre sees only the slender neck of Graf Canossa*s
daughter: "^ae Falschezi war von der schonsten lil&ung
und ungewohnlieher Schonhelt." Of Jenatsch, the boy,
we see that "seine kraftigen Randgelenke ragten we it
vor aus den eager Armeln dee durftigen Warnsex, dea er
1 argot entwach-en war." One detail gives us the whole
picture. "Perse", "Sohle", "Sandal©" may indicate the
whole man. But Meyer goes still further. Hot only
the step, but the footprint is enough. "Seine 3!icke
hafteten , . . an ihren Stapfen. " Out of the footprint
the whole figure may rise up:
"Yerrruylich sehlendernd, sab ioh auf doa Fain,
Ben Umri-.'S deiner Sohlen deutlieh noeh
Bern fetich ten Waldesbogen einyepra.gt,
Die kltinste Spur von ir, die fluohtigste,
una doch dein Wesen: wan&ernd, reisehaft,
Dohlank, relh walddunkel, aber o wie suso.
Die Stapfen sohritten jetsst entgegen dera
Buruolr diesolba Strecke vianderndcn:
Aus deinen Stapi'en hobet di. dich empor
For meinem innern Aage . . .
Were one to make use of the poems to illustrate such
points, examples might be found on every page; in his
poetry/
poetry, Mayor*® style is based on the same figures of
rtpeech as in )iio prose, the trend of his thoughts is
the sarae.
51ia -writer repreyenta hiasslf in Taetuphoor
end simile, says Katie Friedesetnr, in her study on
"Die Hollo ore Eraahlere 1 lor Spih" , and if thdS be
i*o, "c .hove yet another sieane of to know our
objective poet Meyer. What does he* usually take as
his simile? 13atore, the clouds, the lake, tie well,
the fountain -• these are some that strike no at once.
"Frets&ig vie der belle ; -orgen , in Jesi&tseh; "swot
Junge Monohe w&nderten leioht wiS. he iter v.*ie die zimt
^olkehen fiber olmen an. -lea "olass-blauen Hiarsel"*, ve
read in Fsen&o-1f;i&or; Palm kisses lulfrin "tmuatomft
wle der See ... das Geetads;" discord yields to the
placidity of content Vie sick sine straitsuchtigs
Brandons- s.a eiaeui garften Jfer vc-ri iert". G-occiola
thirsts to hear the words of dsiorre, and listens
"wie iftii sich uber eixx Quelle beugt . This simile#
Quelle, Brumien, feccura ay-sin and in. later, says
1 )'
Fobert Faeni, is Meyer's element. Joy is hidden within
Julian 'Vie cine apru&elnde Quelle ; Viktori& in her
enthusiasm "redete aufwallend and ubertuellend ivio ein
rbmisoher Brvumen.* 'Verdet ar^i uad armer, &at»it Ihr
empfangen und geben k5mxt, wie ein Bruimen, der Scheie
xm/ 1) Robert Faesi, Maler Diehter in der Schwe^z 1°n
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u® Schale uberfliessend fullt" gays Pater Mazaette to
Gullio, quoting St Francis; "das Geheinmis der Ararat
1st der unerschopflicbe Born ties Glueks". All that
Guilio has to give or to receive is love, of which the
fountain in the symbol.
And here the idea suggests itself that
Meyer's fondness for the words "Pfad , ' Weg"> "Steg",
"Preppe"."Stiege*,* "Stapfen ,"Stufen', his repeated
characterisations of sen through their walk, in words
like "Wandel" , "Gang" , "Sehritt" , Waller" , " sohreiten" ,
"wandeIn , and especially his sys.ee dochal use of
Stapfen", "Cohle","Perse", "Sehe", "Fuss", to represent
the whole person, indicate to us in a way his philoso¬
phy of life. Man is essentially to Meyer what he felt
himself tc he, "ein Pilgeri® ur>d Wardersmaim" , "rust¬
ics ochreitend' , sometimes "ohne Siel und Ends".
Water is the symbol of pufcity, refreshing and cool to
the pilgrim, dusty and athirst. As he Journeys through
life he rests, for a moment, on a bench "by the way,
until at last he reaches "hie Bank des Alter;"
1)
"Koch pulst me in heben feurig. V.'ie den Andern
Kommt Bsir ein lag, dasmioh die Kraft verrat;
harm will ioh langsaia in die Berge wandern
Und euchen, wo die Bank des Alter, stent*.'
1) "Poems, p. 102.
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QUALITY OF MAYER'S UCRK.
We Lave seen wherein lies the chara of
MeyerTs work - in its pictorial power, its beauty of
form and style which Schiller declared to lie "ia Weg-
werfung des Zufslligea. uiod in .em reinen Ausdruck des
Fotwendiger"; in that artistic finish and rich decor¬
ative quality which caused Lilienoron to call it "ein
goldnor Helm in wundervoller Arbeit, and heller to term
it "Brokat". We have seen that Meyer's writing is a
cultural product. The beauties and philosophies of the
ayea are expressed in it, no less than the poet1s own
experience - "Urerbtes, Uriahtea, Lrderates.~
Uut it is these very qualities that have
called forth criticism, and they form the basis of the
1 ( ?)
attack made by Eamgarten and Lussc, and of the kinder
3) 4) 5) ..
criticisms of Bartela, Ueingartner, Stossl and others.
That these judgments are justified to some extent no
one will deny. "Uiemand, der Meyer wirklich kennt and
liebt, 1st sein 11 infer Bewuu&erer oder auch nur sein ,i
o) k ,
bliliger Uobpreiser" says one of hio uost ardent adair-
7 ) kv.(Jy.i*«
®3rs. And if Hof.annsiilial compares the artist to Midas,
\J»( Iunder/
1 )Baumgarten, Franz FY , Das Work G.F.Meyers, uunchen 1917
1)Buase, Karl Heue Freie Press®, ?7 March 1^17.
3) Bartols, Deutsche Dichtung der Gegenwart
4) VVeingartner,Joseph ThSse lettrcs, Paris 19Q3«
Stossl Otto C.F Hewer Berlin . Die 1,1teratrr W nr
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under whose hand® everything wis turned to gold, we
can remember hot* this proved to be a curse as well as
a blessing when it deprived him of Me meat and drink.
"2)u Metest Gold and wir beduTfen Brot". This point
of view is taken up by Busse when be Bays:
vtp Reiner WeTkstaAt Beatier geha:inert un<^""
"Wool hat erABolx»erter abcr M waren
nicht Beoher fur die Bnrsti -en urd Sehrerter fur die
fea&en; es waren goldene 2terrate fur sat to ?Ier-
aen,"
The golden helmet amy be something too splendid *\n&
regal to be touched, moaethin~ to kept ir a museum
oolleotion of lovely arid oortly articles. "Pie kinder
werdea still davor und splelen nioht xaehr".
Baumgarten speaks from the point of view
of realism, which he considers to he the greet rrt of
the middle of last century. While admirlr.;; the beauty
of style in lieyer,s work, he puts it behind that of
the realists as "blutleer xuih lebensfremd , Owing to
the fact that 2£eyerTe Hovel len for? comes to him through
plastic art, Baumgarten labels bin work or "*Aentheteii-
kuast; it is not direetly inspired by reality, but
indirectly, through the medium of the other arts. In
place of the direct, forcefult vivid presentation of
realistic art - the characteristic mode of expression
'l)
or the S'-les, according to Vialael - teyer gives us an
art/
1) Walael, Oscar F. , ?'irk1lehkeitnfreu.de der neueren
Sehwelzcrieohen Diohtung, Stuttgart u.Berlin, 1998
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art-product, refined and precious. Eis heroes seem to
be separated from the reader by the transparent crystal
of the poet's thought; they seem to stand in a brighter
light, to breathe a thinner air than he does.
r"he art of '%yer, his historical settings,
Busse looks upon as a tpask, hiding the poverty of the
actual experience of the poet. Tike an actor he hid
himself in the guise of other men, cultivating the ges-
ture and speech of the strong to hide his oven i icndo.
Art is his philosophyt says Bartels, and he lacks the
natural simplicity of life, foyer's rovelie is art for
art's sake in the best and highest sense, but it is not
"iCunst aus vollea Leber fur das rolls te toben.** And
i'ir.:.elichEj-"u'i. grorse stille Ieuehten"-"Firnelieht%
hovcVur beautiful, is but the reflected glory of the
setting sun, not the liferiving radiance of the sun it¬
self. this "precious" cultural value of lierer's writ¬
ing, to sum up the criticism**, its lack of reality or
realism, its very erfcction is what has most often
been indicated -;s its weakness.
I,a our view, however, the great lack in
i'eyer seems to be hi3 lock of humour. Not? of wit, nor
of irony, nor even occasions! charming touches of rogu-
ishness: when ve spook of hir lack of humour, v»e mean
that this outlook, the sane sense of values and pro¬
portion/
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portion in not the point from which he views life.
ven when lie had been tern; ted to write in the lighter
' )
vein - "Zu aeiner Brgotzung , as he wrote to Haessel,
- he said afterwards that it did not suit him. "has
doiaische hinterlasst i :;-;er einen bittern Geschmack,
war-trend das Tragirohe erhebt ur.d beseeli-;;t." The aim
of the old Greek tragedies was h'e, and fro. i the trag¬
ic erase he pained that fret;don of the soul which others
gain t rough laughter. It was partly this lock that
prevented him fro. dealing with contemporary subjects;
humour is not essential t one who lives in the past.
Humour, then, was not IleyerJLs oint of view,
he belongs, if one divide oets into Schillers two
definite categories, to the plastic and not to the mu¬
sical type. That he was not essentially musical in
the usual sense of the word in also obvious from his
remarks In letters to friend . To Haessel, for in-
-- \
stance, he writes: "Gestorn kr.m ich is K rnert ; Tau¬
ter eber) neben G.Heller su sitsen." The fact of
his meeting with his great contemporary outweighs the
v- lue of Weber entirely. Ho again, to L,v.Franc ois
)
he writes: "In einea Eonzert habe ich neulich die Be-
hanntech ft Boechlins -remac t. For Bach, Beethoven,
and ozart, the masters of form and style, he has love
and/
1 : lev 1 r? ?) 15 Sob 1 -rn *•) ?1 :,Sirch 1
CQ/ / <
and admiration, whereas the moderns, Wagner and Brahms,
he seems not to understand. She former he admires, con¬
siders to have a certain greatness; the letter's sy»-
l)
phony, heard on Feb.4th, 1 7/ , ' e calls ' gedankenhaft
■and zerfahren" - dann aber die Ouverture zur Lenore von
Beethoven. Diese Gewalt and Steigerung pre&igt mit
tausend Zungen, was Styl iat." Liszt, too, he hears:
2 \
Liszt, dessen schoner Kopf mir besser als seine Musik
gefallen hat." In this sphere, too, it would seem as
if present times were too near for Meyer to judge and
appreciate: the recognised form and shapeliness of
classical music appeals more to him than the nev mode
of expression, emotional, rhapsodical, or the new Wag¬
nerian conception of Opera.
Luise v. Francois makes some pertinent re¬
marks when Meyer sends her one short poem, reminding us
a little of Husset's "Soiree perdue", inspired by the
slender neck of a young lady behind whom he sat - as the
outcome of a series of concerts heard in Zurich in the
winter of 1 882:
"Aueh fiir das -Conzertstucklein schonen Dank. Man
weiss doch nun, v.ie man mit gewissen lyrisehen Bichtern
- und ich glau.be f st der Hehrzahl- ia Punkte der Ton-
spraohe daran 1st. Ba treibt einer von ihnen unter
Itarmonien und LTelodien allerlei Allotria - Yerscihung,
s sollte JCurzweil 'he issen - mit sehlanken LSadchenh&ls-
chen . . . Schiller und v;ohl auoh Heine w ren gewiss
keine Musikfreunde und Goethe win1 tie es nur aus dem
Drange, alles Ilatur- und Kunstgemasse verstehen zu ler-
nen."/
) 'n Meissner, .5 Feb1 7°. r? July 1 8°.
f
1 AI .. J #
nen." The physical beauty of the artirt, t e grace
of a fellow-listener, the pleasure of meeting friends ,
old and new - these are Meyer's Joys in concert- clag,
which is not to be identified with a love of music.
For music to those who love it is "Ilausarosii , not the
music alone of the virtuoso and the concert-.hall; it
is an expression of oneself in perfeet harmony, satis¬
fying and freeing* the soul as laug ter does. Shis joy,
from what we knot of the poet, was not ..oyer's, From
nature, and not fro , music, he got the balm which sooth¬
es the spirit, the"Intel- dtual freedom of which reat
writings are made;" the stars speak peace- the heights
restore him.
hlastic, not musical; reflective, net hu¬
morcue; .oving v. ith di -nified step 1. what Wagner dalle
"the Andante of the German temperament"; powerless to
deal artistically with the wonderful mixture of noble
arid ignoble that is life around him - such is the poet
Foyer. But his abilities and disabilities lay within
himself as they lie within every other writer,and not
to aeeet them is idle. "ueh of fashion and phase must
pass, but the finished work *.f the artist will endure,
whether .e be called Benvenuto Cellini or Conrad Fer¬
dinand Meyer. , . . n
V- jvUifj






Aufsteigt der V. trahl und fallend giesot
Er roll der Marraarsehale Rund,
Die, sich rerschleiemd, uberfliesst
In einer zweiton Scliale 0-rund;
Die snsreite giebt, sie wird z i reich,
Der drittea \mllend ihre Flut,
Und jede nIrani 12nd su^le'eh
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